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INTRODUCTION.

A GRAMMAR of the Urao language has been a long-felt want ;

the Government officer, the planter and the missionary, all alike

have inquired after it. In 1874 the Revd. O, Flex, then of the

German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, Cho^a Nagpur, prepared
a small grammatical primer, an u Introduction to the Uraun

language," which was printed and published under the auspices

of the Bengal Government; but it has been out of print for

many years. In consequence of this the Government of Bengal,

at the instance of Dr. Grierson, C.I.E., who is entrusted

with a general survey of Indian languages, have requested the

writer of the present volume "to revise Mr. Flex's Grammar in

the interest of the public."

In undertaking such a revision it was soon discovered that

it was absolutely necessary to prepare a work, based on the

principles on which other Dravidian Grammars have been

written, and written with a view of aiding the student to

acquire not only the outlines of the grammatical construction of

the UraO language, but to get an insight also into its idiom and

spirit. I gratefully acknowledge, however, the help derived from

Mr. Flex's Introduction in the preparation of my "Boirukh

Grammar," and wish to mention also with gratitude the benefit

derived from the study of the late Revd. E. Droese's "Intro-

duction to the Malto language," which latter is so closely

connected with Urao
1

.

For ascertaining the position Kurukh takes up among the

members of the Dravidian family, I am greatly indebted to
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ii INTRODUCTION.

Bishop Dr. Caldwell's "
Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian

languages." As for the relation of Kurukh with the Kolarian

languages, spoken in Cho^a Nagpur, which I have tried to

investigate, the "Grammatik der Kolhsprache
"
by the Revd.

Dr. A. Nottrott, German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, has been

chiefly consulted. Finally, I have to acknowledge that in the

preparation of the Syntax I have carefully compared the Revd.

W. Etherington's Hindi Grammar, on account of the well-known

supposition that there is a marked Dravidian element in the con-

struction of the Hindi Grammar, and that on the other hand UraS

and Mundari, the principal aboriginal languages spoken in

Ch5ta Nagpur, have been influenced considerably by Hindi and

Bangali.

The reason why the word Kurukh has been substituted for

Orao or Urad is, that the UraSs call themselves Kurukh and their

language Kurukh Katha. The word KuruJch may be either

identified with the Kolarian horo, man, or may be derived from

the Dravidian-Scythian word Kuruk, a cryer. As regards the

former there appears to be no difficulty in changing horo into

Kurukh, since k and
//,

u and o are often substituted for each other;

, for example: the Muasis, a Kolarian tribe, have for "man" not

horo but koro, which if the aspirate at the end of the word

Kurukh is dropped, for which parallels might easily be quoted,

is identical with Kurukh. With regard to the second derivation

of the word Kurukh, i.e., from Kuruk, the cryer, it may be

remembered that nations frequently call themselves speakers

(which idea is also conveyed by Kuruk) in contradistinction

from other people, who to their notions do not speak ;
thus the

Mundaris call their language not Munda-Kajl, but hord-kafi, the

language of man, and the Slavonic people called their neighbours,

the Germans niemsi, mutes, whilst they derive their own name
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from slovOj word or voice
;
hence Kurukh, if we prefer to look

upon it as of Dravidian rather than Kolarian origin, would mean

a speaker, and the phrase en Rurukhm, I am an Urao, would

signify one who speaks.

As to the word Urao or Orao, I suppose it is the totem of one

of their septs, in which the Kurukhs are divided. This sept,

though very small at present, may have been in olden times so

numerous and preponderating, that the foreigners, the Hindus,

who are supposed having invented the name Urad or Orm for the

Kurulch people, might have concluded that the whole nation was

called by the name of this sept, i.e., Orgora ; this word means hawk
or cunriy bird, and educated Ura5s believe that the foreign

designation Oro& or Orti is derived from this totemistic word.

As it will be of interest to the student of the Kurukh language,
a complete list of the different septs among the Ura<5s is given
in the Appendix No. I.

The Kurukh language being spoken by more than half a

million of people, i.e., by many a thousand more than the

Mundarl language, deserves without any doubt to be fixed gram-

matically.* The Uraos chiefly inhabit the Lohardaga and

Palamau districts, and are met with also in the district of

Singhbhum and in Gangpur and other tributary states, adjacent
to these districts. Like all aborigines, so also the Kurulchs have

allowed their language to be influenced by their first conquerors,

the Hindus, who still live among them and to whom they owe
whatever civilization they possessed, previous to the advent of

European and Christian influences
;
hence the fact that as in Mun-

darl so in Urao we find a large number of words, which are derived

from Hindi or Bangali, besides the Hindlizing process still going
on in the shaping of grammatical construction

; yet as in their

* The Kharias of the Central Provinces also speak Kurukh.
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national character, so with regard to grammar, the Uraos have

been more conservative than the Mundaris, and if we go for the

study of the Kurulch language to remote villages in the interior

and try to learn it, not from men who speak Hindi as well, but

from women and children who know nothing but their mother-

tongue, we will find it in a comparatively pure form. With

regard to the question whether Urao is really a Dravidian

language, Dr. Caldwell was somewhat reluctant to affirm it,

though he thought it very probable on the basis of similarity in

words and grammatical structure he found in the "
Epitome of

the Grammar of the Oraon language" written by the Revd.

F. Batsch, German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, for the journal

of the Bengal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXXV. If the learned

Doctor had even Mr. Flex's " Introduction into the Uraon Gram-

mar" before him, I am sure all doubts would have been removed

from his mind at once, and if any one will compare the present

work with Dr. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar of Dravidian

languages, he will inevitably arrive at the conclusion that

KuruTch is a Dravidian tongue. A list of characteristic words in

Urad being identical with such Dravidian nouns and verbs as are

made use of in Dr. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar will be

found in the Appendix No. II.

Of all the Dravidian languages spoken in the south of India,

Canarese appears to be most distinctly related to Kurukh. It is

a curious coincidence that, according to the tradition of the

VradSj their ancestors formerly lived in the Karnatik, where

Canarese is spoken. From there they went up the Narbada river

and settled in Bihar, on the banks of the Son river. Rohitas is

their ideal place, and a KurukKs heart is filled with prid'e and

sorrow and with a kind of home sickness when he listens to the

story of its splendour and its fall. Being expelled from Rohitas
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by one of the earlier Muhamedan invasions, the Uraos split

into two parts ; , one travelling north-east settled in the Rajmahal

hills, and the other following up the northern Koel entered Chota

Nagpur. The former call themselves Maler men, and their

language Malto
} belonging to men, and the latter are the Uraos

who call themselves KuruJch. In the language of the UraUs a

mal is a giant or hero. This separation being of a comparatively
recent date accounts for the very marked similarity existing

between Kurulth and Malto, It would be transliterating the

whole Malto vocabulary if I were to prove this by a list of words

in use both among KuritJehs and Malers. I have confined, there-

fore, my remarks to some of the characteristic features of the

Malto grammar, which are essentially the same in the Kurukk

grammar, giving thereby at the same time another irrefutable

argument in favour of the assumption that UraO is a Dravidian

language, since Malto has long ago been admitted as belonging
to this family of languages. For these characteristic features

see Appendix No. III.

But we have yet another relationship of the KuruJch lan-

guage to refer to, viz., the relationship with the Kolarian Muntfarz

language. When the Uraos first entered Chota Nagpur, they
found it occupied by other aboriginal tribes, principally by the

Mundas, Since the western part of the Lohardaga district still

shows villages with pure Mundari names inhabited by UraUs,
the inference is justified that the Mtindarls yielded that region
to the UraSs, withdrawing towards the eastern and southern part

of the district
;
otherwise they lived together, here and there in-

termingled in one and the same village, having one and the same

para or pap/m-political institution, one and the same religion, if

we may call their demon-worship religion, besides having the same

customs and habits of life. Under these circumstances, it is only
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reasonable to expect a mutual influence upon their respective

languages, and it is not surprising that if we take up the New
Testament in Mundar! and read one or two chapters carefully, we
find that about one-tenth of the words used are also used in

Kurukh. The question is, are these words Dravidian or of other

origin? It would require a knowledge of all the Dravidian

languages to decide this question, but on one point I am quite sure,

viz., that the Mundari grammar bears a genuine Dravidian stamp

on its brow. This assumption is fully justified by a comparison

of the characteristics in the grammatical construction of these two

languages, for which, as well as for a list of the principal words

used in common by Mundarls and UraDs, the student is

referred to Appendices Nos. IV and V.

The present Kurukh grammar does not pretend to be an

exhaustive work on this language, nor to be of a scientific

character; its aim is a practical one, viz., to enable the student

to acquire a fair and intelligent knowledge of Urao, if needs be,

without the help of a grammatically trained Urao teacher
;
and

it is for this reason that in this work more illustrations have been

given than is common in such kind of works.

Since it is the desire of the Government of Bengal that a

complete vocabulary should follow this little grammar, as well as

that a collection of Kurukh folklore made by the author

should be published, neither vocabulary nor reading lessons have

been incorporated in this book
; however, as it contains about

three hundred Kurukh words, the student will have a good stock

to begin with. Besides this, the book contains many sentences

and idiomatical phrases.

Whilst tendering his sincere thanks to the Government of

Bengal for enabling him to publish this unpretending work,

the author ventures to hope that it will be a means to the
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officer, planter, and missionary to understand not only the

Kurukh language, but also the people who speak it. My most

heartfelt thanks are due, however, to Dr. G. A. Grierson, C.I.E.,

who not only suggested to Government that I should be entrust-

ed with the work of preparing a new edition of the JKumJch

grammar, but who also gave me most valuable advice as to the

arrangement of the book, and especially on the transliteration of

Kurukh words, which accordingly has been made to agree as far

as possible with the system adopted at the last Oriental Congress

at Geneva.

FERD. HAHN,
German Evangelical Lutheran Mission.

LoHAKDAGA J

The 7th August 1898.
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CHAPTEE I.

THE ALPHABET.

A. Letters.

1. THE Kurukh language not being a written one, the system of

writing and spelling Kurukh words in this volume is the same as that

authoritatively adopted for all Asiatic languages at the late Oriental

Congress at Geneva, with such slight alterations as are required for their

correct pronunciation. In printing the Gospels and other books the

Devanagari characters have been employed, since these are more extensively

known to those Kwukhs who have received an elementary education.

B. Vowels.

2. The Kurukh alphabet has five vowels, each of which is pro-

nounced either short or long, viz., a a, e e, i I, o o, u u. The sound of each

may be understood from the following :

Corresponding Devanagari
Ewwpfa*

V
character.

The short a as in America ... ^r

final T

...

... t

... iff

... 5)

long fi brute ... ^

long &
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Great care must be taken in pronouncing these different vowels distinctly,

as an entirely different meaning will be conveyed, if long and short vowels

are not properly distinguished, e.g.

Kharna, to steal ; fehdrna, to despise.

Pesna, to pick up; pesna, to order.

Kittnft, to rot; kitna, to fire.

Ojna, to sew
; oj'nd, to spin.

Urna, to be satiated; urn a, to blow.

Mund> before ; mund, three.

C. Diphthongs.

3. There are only two diphthongs in Eurukh, viz., at and au; e.g., khai,

wife; laun^ to beat. There are, however, compound vowels in Kumkh,
which must not be confounded with diphthongs, though they are exactly

pronounced as if they were diphthongs; e.g., aula, on that day, being a

contraction of a, that and ulld, day; aiyd, there, from a that and iya, here.

The diphthongs and compound vowels ai and au are pronounced in the

following way : at, like the i in night ;
au like the mi in house, a and i

written with the trema (' ') ai are to be pronounced separately, also au*

D.~ Consonants.

4. There are 22 consonants in the Kurukh alphabet, besides those which

are the aspirated forms of some of them. The student who is familiar with

Hindi will find no difficulty in sounding them correctly, except that the

guttural kh requires some special attention. We give them in the alpha-

betical order, viz :

5, pronounced exactly like the English b : bi, egg.

bh, as in the English clubhouse : bhlr, necessity.

c, like the ch in chief: caUcur, sand.

ch, as in coachhouse : chechna, to pound.

d, (dental) as in Hindi words : digha, long.
dh

t aspirated form of the preceding: Dharmes, God.

* The corresponding Hindi letters for ai and au are ^ a ^T T When o and e

stand together o'e, the sound produced is like the Greek ot* in oiVo?, e.g.* nln Ttao'e ?

Will you (thou) go?
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d, (palatal) :
.

. dadkd, manger.
dh

t
the aspirated form of the former : dfifik, big drum.

/, as in fowl: fekrdrnd, to howl.

g, as in gift, always hard : gait, time.

ah, aspirated form: pdghd, rope.

/*, as in house: hebrnd, to throw away.

y, like the j in John : jok, little.

jh, the aspirated -form of j : jAaunsnd, to rebuke.

A-, as in king : kukk, head.

kh
t
the aspirated form of k : khafta, foreigner.

kh
}
this is a guttural sound, occurring most frequently in Kurukjf,

words. It is to be pronounced like the Grerman ch in ich
y
or the

Greek % in t%3u9, or as iu the Scotch loch : khtdd, foot
; khekhel,

earth.

I and m are like the corresponding English consonants : lakra, tiger ;

mankhd, buffalo.

n is also the same as in English: neld, to-morrow.

The nasal n in Kurukh takes four different forms

(1) The guttural nasal sound, resembling the n in the French Ion; this

sound occurs in Kurukh generally in connection with a long

vowel; it is represented by the sign <~~> placed over the vowel

which is to be. nasalized
; example : Mlso, blood

; jtikh, servant.

(2) The second is that nasal n which in Hindi is connected with the

guttural consonants. It is written thus n
;

its pronunciation is

like the ng in the English word sing, whenever it stands at the end

of a syllable or is followed by the aspirate h ; however, if followed

by a vowel, the soft g at the end of it is pronounced as hard as the

g in the English word go; for this reason it is written throughout

this book ng. Examples : thus in the words eng-hait my ; ning-

hai, thy ; tanghai, his
; bang, father

;
it is to be pronounced :

eng-hai, not et/g-g-hai; bang, not bang g ; etc., but in angfi, to me
;

nwgd to thee ; tangd, to him ; engan, me
; ningan, thee ; tarigan,

him ; etc., the g must be pronounced hard.

(3) The third nasal n appears in connection with palatals, and is

written n; e.g.,beiijnd, to marry; khanjnat
to bear fruit; cunjna,

to pound ;
etc.
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(4) The fourth nasal n is a cerebral, and is written n; e.g., andra, male;

j
one ; pendre, pipe.

ry is pronounced as in English: rasna, to permit.

r, this cerebral is pronounced something like the rr in. the Northumbrian

burr : erpd, house ; eret, bow.

rh, the aspirated form of r : tirhna, to walk one after the other.

p, is sounded like the English p : pello, girl.

s, is also pronounced as in English words : sendrd, sport.

t, like the English t : tessnd, to tie.

thy the aspirated form of the preceding : ethrnd, to appear.

#, this letter with its aspirate can be pronounced only as the correspond-

ing letter in Hindi by striking the tip of the tongue on the palate

just above the front gums, as ufrna, to tie up ; khotpnd, to smash.

th, guthi form of plural, topkna, earthen lamp.

y, this semivowel is pronounced like the y in yoke : ayo, mother, iya,

here, but at the end of a syllable its sound is after a short o like *

and after a long o like e, e.g. khoynd, (khoina) to reap ; khoynat

(khoend) to measure. It is also sometimes changed iutoj?'.

la printing Kurukh with Devaniigari characters, the following have

been made use of to represent the above consonants.

Gutturals, k, ?R; kh, 13-, g, *r; gh, ^; ng, ^; kh, ^.
Palatals, c, ^; ch, ^; j, or; jh, *u; n, ^r.

Cerebrals, t, 3; th, ^ ; d, ^; dh, ^; n, w; r, f ; rh, 15.

Dentals, t, cT ; tb, g; d, ^; dh, 17; n, ?r.

Labials, p, TJ ; ph, ^
; b, c, bh, *f

; m, JT.

Semivowels, y, u; r, ?;; 1, JT; v, ^.

Sibilant, s, ^. Aspirate, h, ^.

Nasal n connected with a long vowel has to be written in Devanagarl

with the sanunasika or candra-bindu, e.g., kheso, rateft ; fikh, sff^cr. The

guttural nasal n in baig, father, is written ~s^\ in ninghai, elc. f^T^%

in engd, etc. ^r ;
in katik, wood

eR^
1

; benjnd is written %|pTT J
cw ^, one

is written
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CHAPTER II.

ON ENUNCIATION AND PERMUTATION OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
AND ACCENTUATION.

A. Enunciation.

5. It is a peculiar feature in the Kunikh language that in the in-

definite form of the verb in which two short vowels of the same description

stand together, these vowels are pronounced separately, with the accent on

the first of them, as kukra'and, the ending being na as in Hindi, the stem

kukra'a; either of the two latter vowels being enunciated in so distinctly

separate a manner as to leave a short hiatus between them, which will be

marked throughout this book by an apostrophe
'

: kukra'and, to put down

pillows under the head
; tikra'anti, to ask repeatedly ; likewise the words

he'end, to bind, ne'end, to ask for; khe'end, to die, must be pronounced:

he'end, ne'end, khe'end, not hcna, nena, khena. So it is with the double ?';

ci'ind, to give ; li'ind, to boil. Likewise the double o : cd'ona, to rise
; fio'ona,

to take away.

The apostrophe will be employed also in words in which an elision

occurs, which takes place whenever the emphatic affix am or im is added

to a pronoun, as ekd, who + am, ek'dm, whosoever ; endr, what + im, endr'im,

whatsoever. Each of these words is to be pronounced as if it were not one

but two words, ek'dm, endr'im.

The hiatus occurs also in the adverb mal'd, not and mak'le, if not then.

Verbs ending in a consonant evince in the imperative mood a distinct

hiatus between the root and the imperative ending : tisignd, to open : tisig'a !

open ! cndrnd, to bring : ondr'd ! bring ! mucna, to shut : muc'd ! shut !

In causal verbs, the pronunciation of the double aa is the same as in

simple verbs, as described above : nanta'ana, to cause to be made ; menta'and,

to proclaim.

The hiatus is also perceivable in the ending of verbs in the future tense,

passive voice and in verbs the stem of which ends in r: tebrnd, to be
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extinguished, tebro^o; tengrnd, to confess, tengro'd. However, in these cases

the second o is long. Also in the past tenses of the verb, first person feminine,

a hiatus appears just before the ending which signifies the person : e.g., urnd,

to be satiated; urc'an, I was satiated : ba'ana, to speak; bac'an, I spoke.*

With regard to double consonants great care must be taken to pro-

nounce each one of them distinctly, as otherwise the meaning will become

quite different from what is intended. Thus kull-kan, I covered, not kttl-kan,

which would mean opened; essnd, to weave, not esna, to break; errna, to

sweep, not erna, to see.

B. Permutation.

6. In the past tenses of the verb the double short vowels aa, ec, oo,

change into one long corresponding vowel, viz., aa becomes d, ee becomes e,

00 becomes o, e.g., ba'and, to speak; bdckan, I spoke; heena, to bind; heckan,

1 bound ; cd'ona, to rise ; cockan, I rose.

There are, however, exceptions to this rule ; for example, in hd'ona, to

take away, the double oo does not change into a long but into one short o in

the past tense
; ockan, I took away.

The double short ii coalesces into a short one, e.g., wind, to give, cickan,

I gave ;
short u and i combined become short u in the past tense of the verb,

e.g., uind, to plough, usskan, I ploughed.

Likewise short o and long e combined become short o: poena, to rain;

possa, it rained.

Single vowels change in the following manner : short e becomes short i

in the past tense : errna : irrkan, I swept ; long e changes into long i : erna :

trkan, I saw ; also in the present and past tense of feminine and neuter verbs ;

esna, to break, nin isdz, feminine, thou breakest
; ad isl, feminine and neuter

she, it breaks ;
nin iskl, feminine, thou brokest; mm iski, neuter, you broke.

In verbs the root of which ends in double ee
t
the latter change into double

ii, the first being long, the second short : ii ; however this rule applies only

* The hiatus in Kurukh words when written with Dcvanagari letters cannot be

properly represented by the msarga, as it is not an aspiration, but simply a break,

which in Devanagari may well be marked by commencing the syllable, before which the

hiatus occurs, with a capital letter ; e.g., <i.fr%il*tj ek'am;

tengro'6.
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to feminine and neuter verbs of the present tense, second and third person,

singular number: e.g., be?end, to be; kheend, to die; he end, to bind; ne'end,

to ask
;

riin bl'idl, thou art ; ntn khtfidi, thou diest
; nln hi'idi, thou bindest ;

nm ni't'di, thou askest; but ad bl'z, she, it is; ad khi'l, she, it dies, etc.

When a verb begins with the vowel e, the noun of agency takes i; e.g.,

esnd, to break
; isu, breaker ; ernd, to see ; iru, seeer.

Long I changes into short i : pitna, pitkan, I killed.

Both short and long o change into short u, and frequently the long 6

changes into short o ; e.g., ottnd, uitkan, I touched
; mokhnd, mokkan, I ate.

Long o changes also into long u : khdrna, to sprout khurkan.

The long u changes into short u : kurnd, kuttkan, I was hot.

Short and long o in combination with y change into short o : khot/nd,

khosskan, I reaped; khoynd, khojkan, I measured.

Final long 6, u, d, and I always become short, when this their position is

altered by the addition of a consonant; e.g. : akku, akkun, now; merkhfi,

heaven, merkhan. In the noun of agency the long and short 6 of the verb is

always changed into long and short u : huus from ho'ond, to take away ; units

from cnn d, to eat.

7. The changes which consonants undergo in the conjugation of the

verb in the past tenses are very numerous; for example, the aspirated ch

elides the final h: cechnd, ceckan, I pounded; g changes into k: ottagnd,

ollakkan, I accosted
; j doubles : ijna, ijjkan, I stood. Double kk or kkh

becomes single : pokkhnd, pukkan, I blistered my hand
;
kh always changes

into k after a and o : mokhnd, mokkan, I ate
;

s is changed into double ft :

khosnd, khottkan, I dug.

Many verbs, as dnnd, to say, ernd, to see, form the past tense first person

by inserting k between the root of the verb and its termination, dn-k-an

(dnkan) I said, irkan I saw : bat whenever the root of the verb ends in a

vowel or diphthong, c is put before the k, for the sake of euphony : kirta'and,

kirtdckan, I returned ; he'ena, fieckan, I bound ; ho'ona, ockan, I took away.

Before the semivowel y this G changes into j or double ss, e.g. khoynd :

khojkan, I measured; khoynd: khosskan, I reaped ;
also after two vowels or a

nasal or two vowels standing together, the c changes into double ss : poend,

posskan, I rained ; uind, usskan, I ploughed. Further, in all words which

are borrowed from Hindi, in whatever consonant their root may terminate, c
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generally precedes the k : tewnti, seicckan, I served ; parhnd, parhckan, I read ;

likhna, likhckan, I wrote.

C. Accentuation.

8. In words which have only two syllables the accent is always on the

first : puddd, short
; bdckd, word. In words of three syllables the verbs have

generally the accent on the second syllable, tisignd to open, kirta'anA, to

return; except in those which end in ba'and, e.g., guchabd''and, which take the

accent on the third syllable. There are rare instances of verbs of three

syllables having the accent on the first : nisigna, to dress a wound ; nedegnd,

to fall off.

Adverbs, however, as a rule take the accent on the first syllable, even

though they are of three or four syllables. Most of the nouns with three

(dumbari, figtree) or four (darhimissi, beard) syllables take the accent on the

first syllable; seldom on the second (barando, whirlwind) ;
and most rarely on

the third (durbehdr, removed).
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CHAPTEE III.

NOUNS.

A. Number and Gender.

9. There are only two numbers in Kurukh, singular and plural ;

strictly speaking, however, number as well as gender is, to the Kurukh, a

distinction which he can only make with regard to nouns indicating rational

beings. All irrational existences have to his grammatical conception neither

gender nor number. It is true that he has a form to denote a plurality in

neuter nouns
;
but in the conjugation of verbs governed by such nouns, he

treats them like nouns in the singular number. As to gender, I follow

the division made by the Eevd. E. Droese in his grammar of the

Malta language, viz., masculine, feminine and neuter. The number of

the former two is very limited, since the JTurukh regards as masculine

and feminine only such words as denote rational beings ;
all other nouns

are to him devoid of gender, whether they are animate or inanimate.

Thus with regard to gender it may be said of the KuruJch as has been said of

his cousin, the Pah arid or Hal :
" he betrays a very unimaginative turn of

mind."

10. Masculine nouns have two forms, the indefinite and the definite.

The indefinite is the simplest form of the noun, such as would be shown in

a dictionary ; thus dl, man. The definite form is made by adding the

syllable as for the singular, thus alas, the man. The nominative plural is

formed by adding the syllable ar to the indefinite form singular, thus alar,

men and the men, there being no separate form for the definite plural.

Definite nouns, however, always require a pronoun, demonstrative or other-

wise, and only indefinite nouns are employed as they stand ; e.g.\ dl gahi

jid, the soul of man
;
alar ge khe'end ra'i, men must die ;

ort alas barcas, a

(certain) man came
;
nzk'im alar barcar, some certain men came

;
ibra alarm

hod, take these men away. The two terminations as and ar are in reality

the singular and the plural of the pronoun of the third person, which are ds-

he, and ar, they, respectively.
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11. Feminine nouns have only the indefinite form; their plural is

formed by adding either the masculine plural ending ar or the collective post-

position guthiar to the indefinite : mukkd, woman, mukkar, women
; or all,

wife, allguthiar. The latter is also used in connection with masculine nouns

when the plural stands in a collective sense; thus the Kurukh says: Ad

dlarguthiar gusan ra'i, she is with the men, and as allguthiar gone kadas,

he is going with the women. There is another plural form for both

masculine and feminine nouns, viz
, baggar, derived from bagge, many,

to which the masculine and feminine plural ending ar is added. It is

employed when a plurality of relatives is to be denoted, viz., ddddbaggar,

brothers. A third form of the plural we find in kharrd, sprout, which is,

however, used exclusively in connection with the word children, no matter if

these are male or female, viz., khaddkharrd, offspring. None of the above

plural endings, viz., ar, gut/liar, baggar and kharrd should ever be employed
in connection with neuter nouns, which form their plural by adding guthi to

the indefinite singular : addo, ox, addoguthi, oxen
; man, tree, manguthi, trees.

On the other hand, guthi must never be applied to substantives which are

either masculine or feminine, except in the sense of a double plural in the

feminine, e.g., mukkarguthi ; in connection with the masculine plural form,

guthi is thus used similarly to the Hindi log. Its meaning is "whole" from

gotd, whole.

12. We give in the following lines a conspectus of the singular

and plural endings :

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Singular: as (def.)

v Plural : ar
t guthiar. ar, guthiar, guthi. guthi.

baggar, kharrd. baggar, kharrd.

The same distinction of these three genders will appear further on in

the pronouns and the conjugation of the verb. It must be noted, however,

that though the Kurukh has for the masculine and the feminine one and

the same plural, or, in other words, a common gender in the plural, he has no

singular for the feminine, but uses the neuter singular instead of it. Thus,
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strictly speaking, there would be only two genders in Kurukh, viz., masculine

and neuter, because each woman taken singly is treated grammatically as a

thing or chattel, and only when in the plurality the Kurukh treats his women

like men. Yet for this latter reason, and because there are in the pronoun

special feminine forms and in the verb distinctly feminine inflectional forms,

we deem it more appropriately to divide the Kurukh gender into masculine,

feminine and neuter.

The number of masculine and feminine nouns being so very small in

Ktmtkh, a list of the principal of them is given below:

13. List of masculine and corresponding feminine nouns.

Alas,

Metas,

Bdbas,

Kukos,

Kukdkhadd,

LeZekhaddasorlelles,

Jaunkhaddis,

Dharmes,

Belas,

Jokhas,

Nddas,

Bisdhas,

Deoras,

Urbas,

(def.) man ;

husband
;

father ;

boy ;

male child

male baby
son-in-law

God;

king;

alt, woman, wife.

mukkd and Ishai, woman, wife.

ayo, mother.

kuko'e, girl.

kuko'e khadd, female child.

lellekjiadd, female baby.

kheddd, daughter-in-law.

dharme, godhead (fern.). .

blrl, queen,

servant, (male) ; pello, servant (fern.),

devil ; ndd, evil spirit (fern.),

wizard ; bisdhi, witch,

sorcerer
; deord, sorceress,

master
; urbm, lady, mistress.

priest ; naigm, the wife of the priest.

Special masculine and feminine nouns.

14. When in speaking of irrational beings or neuter nouns, it is

desirable to denote sex, the ITurukh prefixes to neuter nouns indicating quad-

rupeds and birds, the words andrd, male and bur/ii, female
; e.g., andrd lakrti,

male tiger, burhi lakra, tigress ;
so andrd, kiss, boar ;

andrd osya, mouse, etc.

For sheep and goats the Kurukh employs the word bofcrd to denote the male :

bokrd merho, ram and bokrd era, he goat. For buffalo (mankhd) karrd

and bhains are used respectively ; for dog (alia) kuttallA and kuttialla. In
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the case of birds kokro is used for cock and katnioi hen; thus kokro murkhur,

cock-pigeon and kapri murkhur, hen-pigeon. Almost all these prefixes are,

however, apparently borrowed from the Hindi vocabulary, and the distinction

therefore is not originally a Kurukh one.

B. Case and Declension.

A. CASE.

15. There are seven cases in Rurukh and only one declension.

The genitive case is formed by adding the postposition gahi to the

nominative of the noun, definite or indefinite : dl gahi, of man, alas yahi, of

the man, alar ga^i, of the men. Another form of the genitive or rather

possessive case is antd, which changes the a into i when added to a consonant

and drops the initial a when affixed to a vowel ; paddd : paddantd, of the

village. Tins possessive case is ordinarily used in connection with neuter

verbs and is employed only when connection with a locality is to be denoted
;

e.g., iyantd amm, the water of this place ; paddantd alar, the people of the

village.

In the dative the postposition ge is added : dl ge and alas ge, to the

man.

The sign of the accusative is an, which becomes in in the definite noun

masculine singular and plural and in the feminine plural ; and drops its initial

vowel when the nominative of the noun ends with a vowel : dlan d'asin, the

man
; dlarin, the men ; tnukkan, the woman, mukkarin, the women

; erpan,

the house, erpdguthin, the houses.

The sign of the ablative is tl and ntl ; the latter form being used in

nouns ending with a vowel for the sake of euphony ; e.g., alas tl, from the

man, dlintl, from the woman. The sign of the ablative may be added to the

accusative as well as to the nominative, as in dlarin tl, erpdguthin tl. As to

the combination of the ablative with the locative, see 60 on participles and

the Syntax 106.

The instrumental case having really the same case form as the ablative

trl and tru which are virtually only variations of tl, we combine these two

cases in the declension of the noun.

In the locative the postposition nu in, on, is added to the nominative
;

also meydy on
;
dla* nu, in the man ; markka meyd, on heaven.
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In the vocative 6, ay and ayo are suffixed to the nouns : e. g., urb,

master ; urbay, urbayo, O master ! urbarn, masters ; mukkaro, O women !

There is no vocative form for the plural of neuter nouns.

Besides the vocative suffix there is the vocative e or ana, which is pre-

fixed : e urbayo or ana urbayo, master ! In the feminine nouns both

suffix and prefix undergo a change : the final a of the former becoming at,

e mukkai, woman ! (in the singular only) and the final a of the latter also

changing into ai, anai mukkai ! There is a further change of this prefix ana

when women talk to women, viz., an Mai, daughter ! and one khaiguthiaro,

daughters !

16. B. Examples of declension.

Masculine.

Plural.Singular.

dl, alas, man, the man. dlar,

dl, alas gahi, of the man. alar gahi,

dl, alas ge, to the man. alar ge,

al, alan, dlasin, the man. alarin,

al tl, alas tl from, by the dlartl, dlarintl,

N.

G.

D.

Ace.

Abl
and Instr. man.

Voc. alayd, e alayo, man !

LOG. dl, alas fl in the man.

e dlaro,

alar nu,

men, the men.

of the men.

to the men.

the men.

from, by the
men.

men!

in the men.

Feminine.

N.

O.

D.

Ace.

Abl
and

Voc.

Loo.

Singular.
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Neuter.

Singular.

N.

a.

D.

Ace.

All. alia fi, allantl from, by the

and Instr. dog.

Voc. i alia, O dog !

LOG. alia nu, in the dog.

Singular.
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CHAPTER IV.

ADJECTIVES.

A. General remarks.

17. Most adjectives in Kurukh are simply nouns of quality put to

substantives just as they are, without regard to gender, number, or case.

Example: mecha, high, mechd, height; I mechd partd nu, on this high moun-

tain
;
a parts media m'i, that mountain is high ; kheso, blood, kheso, red ;

i kicrl kheso ra'l, this cloth is red
;
a J&heso kicrin hod, take away that red

cloth; conh a, love, conh a khadd, beloved child; feharkhd, bitterness, kbarkhd

mandar, bitter medicine; pannd, iron, pannd tarn, iron sword ; cdc a, stone,

cdcd kbal, stony field.

In the same way verbal nouns are used as adjectives without being

subjected to any change whatever on account of the substantive which they

are made to qualify: (infinitives): onna, to eat, onna aid, eatable thing;

munjrnd uj'j'nd, perishable life; (appellate) : lr&, seeing, Iru alas, a seeing

man ; (past participle) : ebsrkd khaddas, prodigal son.

By adding the adverb lekKa, like, to a noun and putting this before the

noun to be qualified, another kind of adjectives is formed, e.g., khesd, blood,

kheso lektia, bloody or reddish; kheso lekhd kicrl, a reddish garment ; pandru

lek/i'd billl, a whitish light. The same is the case with regard to the negative

incomplete verb malka or the negative adverb maFa,
" not to be "

or "
to be

not," which are added either to a noun or a verb, e.g., khadd malka all, a

childless woman, malmunjrna ujjna, endless (eternal) life.

By the sign of the possessive case anta being added to a noun for the

purpose of qualifying a noun, another kind of adjectives is formed, e.g.,

erpanta riegcar, homely custom, merkhanta billl, heavenly light, ullantd nalakh,

daily work. By the addition of the vowel 6 to the root of the verb we get

a verbal adjective to the word bin, time : kdlo-blrl, going time, argo-btrt,

rising time, ono bin, dinner time.
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B. Comparison.

18. The mode of comparison is very simple ; the noun or pronoun

to be compared is put in the nominative, and the noun or pronoun with

which it is compared is put in the ablative, in the same way as in Hindi :

Urbas jokhas tl koha taldas, the master is greater than the servant. N'tn

engantl sannl taldai, thou art smaller than I.

The superlative is formed in the same way, only the comparison is

made by the word all ormar (masc. & fern.) and urmi (neuter) instead of or

along with the noun or pronoun to be compared : As ormar tl koha tali/as,

he is the greatest of all
;
ad orma mukkartl koha ra'i, she is greater than all

the women. / man urmi manguthintl sanni tali, this tree is the smallest of all.

There are two other and perhaps more original ways of comparison in

Kurukh : the first is by putting the substantive with which the subject is to

be compared into the locative case : e.g., among his brethren even he was

great : tanghai dddarnu dsim koha ret?ocas ; and, secondly, by contrasting the

nominatives to be compared ; e.g., not this, but that one is great : isim

mala husitn koha taldas.
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CHAPTEE V.

PRONOUNS.

1. Personal Pronouns.

A. Case signs.

19. Strictly speaking, the personal pronoun of the Kurukh language

has only two persons, first and second, the personal pronoun third person

being really the demonstrative pronoun, thus as keras, ar kerar means not

exactly : he went, they went, but rather : that one, those ones went.

The declension of the pronoun is similar to that of the noun, with the

following deviations in the first and second person.

1. The nominative singular is not the stem of the pronoun, the stem

being eng or ing in the first person, ning in the second person, and nang in the

collective plural.

2. Consequently, it will be observed that the signs of the oblique oases

are added to the stem and not to the nominative form.

3. The postposition of the genitive is not gahi as in the noun, but

hai, the latter being affixed to the stem eng : eighai, my or mine
; stem ning

and hai : ninghai, thy or thine
;
stem tang and hai : tanghai, his. This hai, or

more properly hae, is apparently made up of ae, an old form of the demons-

trative a or as, and the euphonical h put between it and the stem. The post-

position of the dative case is a and age instead of ge in the dative case of the

noun : enga and engage, to me. The accusative sign an is the same as in

nouns with this deviation that it is never changed : engan, me. The ablative

and instrumental case has il or anil : engtl or enganti, from me, by me. The
locative also adds its case sign to the stem : engnu, in me.

4. The plural case signs of the first and second persons are the same

as those of the singular, while the plural signs of the third person exactly

correspond with the plural case signs of the noun, but all of them are added

to the nominative and not to the stem, except one of the two collective

plural forms, viz,, nanghai, our, and nangage, to us, which add their case signs

to the stem.
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5. The Kurulzh language lias a double plural In the first person, viz.,

em and ndm. The former is used when the party addressed is excluded,

and the latter when the party addressed is included
;

if this peculiarity is

not strictly observed, a different sense will be conveyed ; e.g., if one of a

dinner party were to call out to the servant : mandl ondr'd ndm onot, bring

the dinner, we will eat ! This would include the servant and convey to him

an invitation
;
the sentence therefore should be mandl ondra em onom.

6. The plural forms for the third person of neutral pronouns are ibrd

and abrd, not dr, as for masculine and feminine pronouns.

7. On the vocative see the Syntax.

20. B. Declension of the Personal Pronoun.

FIRST PEESON.

Singular.

N. en, I.

G. enghai my, of me.

D. engd, engage, to me.

Ace. engan, me.

Mnt Plural.

em, we.

emhai, of us.

em d, em age, to us.

eman, us.

Collective Plural.

we all.

of us all.

to us all.

us all.

nam,

namhai, nanghai,

narigd, nanga ge,

naman.

AM. e-hg tl, engan tl
t
from or by em tl

} eman tl, from, namtl, namantl, nangtl, from, by
and Instr. me. by us. nangantl. us all.

Loc. eng nu, in me. em nu, in us, nam nu, nang nu, in us all.

SECOND PERSON.

Singular.

nm, thou.

nirighai, thy, of thee.

niiga, ningage, to thee, thee.

ningan, thee.

N.

G.

D.

Ace.

All. nifig ttyiingantt, from, by thee.
and Instr.

Loc. ning fl, in thee.

Plural.

nim,

nimhai,

nim a, nimd ge,

niman,

nim tl, niman tl,

nim nu,

you.

your, of you.
to you, you.

you.

from, by you.

in you.
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THIRD PEESON.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. as, he, (that one). ad, she, it (that one).

G. as gahi, his, of him. ddigahi, her, of her, its, of it.

D. as ge, him, to him. ddige, to her, to it.

Ace. dsin, him. adin, her, it.

Abl. dstl, dsintl, from, by him. dditi, ddintl, from, by her, from by it.

and Instr.

Loc. as nH, in him. adi nu, in her, in it.

EEMARK. For the .sake of euphony the vowel i is put between the stem

and the postposition in the oblique oases of the singular in the feminine

and neuter.

Plural.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. dr, they, those. abrd, they, those.

Q. drgahi, their, of them. abrdgahi, of those.

D. drge, them, to them. abrdge, to those.

Ace. drin, them. abran, those.

Abl. arti, drintt from, by abranti, from, by those.

and Instr. them.

Loo. dr nu, in them. abrdnu, in those.

2. Demonstrative Pronoun.

21. As has been already stated, the third person of the personal pronoun
masculine and feminine is in reality the remote demonstrative pronoun.

The proximate form for the masculine singular is Is (definite), and for the

feminine and neuter id, the plural of the former being ir, which is also used

for the feminine, while the plural of the neuter is ibrd ; the remote demons-

trative being as, dd, dr and abrd of which the declension has been given
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above. The declension of the proximate is given below :

Singular.

22. Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. ?, this (man).

G. is gahi, of this.

D. Is ge, to this.

Ace. Isin, this.

Abl. isti isintl, from, by this

and Instr.

Loc. Is nu, in this

Id, this (woman) (neuter being).

Idigahi, of this

zdige, to this

Idin, this

idtl, Idintl, from,

by this

Idnu, in this

Plural.

Masculine. Feminine.

N. ir, these (men), (women).

O. trgahi, of these

D. wge, to these

Ace. Irin, these

Abl. irti, Irintl, from,

and Instr. by these

Loc. ir nu in these

Neuter.

ibra, these (neuter beings),

ibragahi, of these

ibrdge, to these

ibran, these

ibrantl, from,

by these

ibrd nu, in these

23. REMARK. When the demonstrative pronoun precedes a singular

noun, its indefinite singular forms are used for all the three genders, viz., in

lieu of the near definite, is and Id, * is used
; instead of the remote definite

as and ad, the indefinite a is employed ; e.g., a alasin era, see that man ;

mukkan era, see this woman ;
a addon era, see that ox.

On the other hand, when the demonstrative pronoun precedes a plural

noun, its neuter plural form is used, viz., ibrd, for near and abra, for remote

demonstratives : ibrd alarin hod, take these men away ; abrd mukkarin hod

take those women away; ibra addoguthin hod, take these oxen away. Ibrd

and abrd are made up of the demonstrative I and a and the old Dravidian

pluralizing ending bra.
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There is another form for the remote demonstrative pronoun, which

is used when remoteness is to he emphasized, viz., hus for as that man there,

hud for ad that woman (or irrational being) there; hur for ar, those men (or

women) there; and hubra for abra, those (things, etc.) there. Before singular

nouns the indefinite form u is used in all the three genders: u alas ti
t

from that man there
;
u mukkanti, from that woman there

;
u manantl, from

that tree there.

Preceding plural nouns, the indefinite of this remote demonstrative

pronoun takes hubra for each gender, e.g., hubra alarin mekh a, call those

men there ;
hubra mukkarin mekha, call those women there ; hubra khergufhin

ondr'a, hring those fowls there.

24. Declension of the remote demonstrative pronoun.
Singular.

Masculine.

N. has, that man.

G. husgahi, of that man.

D. has ge, to that man.

Ace. husin, that man.

Abl. hustl, husintl, from, by
and Instr. that man.

Loc. h&s nu, in that man.

Feminine. Neuter.

hud, that (woman, thing).

hudigahi, of that

hudige, to that

hudin, that

hudti, hudinti, from,

by that

hud nu, in that

Plural.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

hur, those men (women).

hurgahi of those men

hur ge, to those men

hurin, those men

N.

O.

D.

Ace.

Abl. hurtl, hurintl from, by those men. hubrantt, from, by those things.

and Instr. (women).

hubra, those things.

hubragahi, of those things.

hubra ge, to those things.

hubran, those things.

Loc. hur nu, in those men hubra nu, in those things.
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3. Possessive Pronouns.

25. The genitives of the personal and demonstrative pronouns stand

for possessives.

First person.

Sing, enghai, my.
PL emhai, our.

(namhai")

, 1 -z. -lour.
(nangnat)

Second person.

ninghai, thy.

nimhai, your.

Third person.

dsgahij his
; adigahi, her, its.

argahi, their (remote);

abrdgahi their ( ).

trgahi, their (near) ;

ibrdgahi, their ( ) (neuter).

In connection with nouns t'flra and aira are used when a collective

sense is to be implied, e.g., ibra alar gahi erpa, the house of all thepe men,

abra mukkar gahi kicrl, the garment of all those women.

Possessive pronouns may be used as nouns. Accordingly the genitive

of the personal and demonstrative pronouns has a declension.

26. First person.

N. enghai,

O. enghai gahit

J). enghai gey

A. enghain,

A. enghainti,
and I.

L. enghai nH9

emhai,

emhai gahi,

emhai ge,

emhain,

emhawti,

emhai nu,

Singular.

my own (people or property).

ditto,

ditto,

ditto,

dittow

ditto.in my own

First plural.

our own (people or property).

of our own ditto.

to our own ditto.

our own ditto.

from, by our own ditto.

in our own ditto.
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Collective plural.

namhaiy nanghai, our own (people or property).

namhai gahi, nanghai gahij of our own ditto.

namhai g, nanghai ge to our own ditto.

namhain, nanghain, our own ditto.

namhainti, nanghaintl, from or by our own ditto.

namhai nu, nanghai nu, in our own ditto.

27. Second person.

Singular.

N. ninghai, thy own (people or property).

G. ninghai gahi, of thy own ditto.

J). ninghai ge, to thy own ditto.

A. ninghain, thy own ditto.

A. ninghaintl, from, by thy own ditto.

and I.

L. ninghai n&, in thy own ditto.

Plural.

nimhai, your own (people or property).

nimhaigahi, of your own ditto.

nimhai get
to your own ditto.

nimhain, your own ditto.

nimhainti, from, by your own ditto.

nimhai nu
t

in your own ditto.

28. Third person.

For the third person the reflexive pronoun (which see later on) is

used, except in the accusative, ablative and locative case of either gender.

Examples:

Enghai gahi alogtithi, the things of my own.

A tl evghai ge baggl khakhra, from that profit accrued to my own.

En ninghaintl hoon, I will take from thy own.

As gahin mena, hear him, i.e., the words of him
; zrgahin hoa, take away

their belongiEgs; abra gahin hebr'd, throw away the belongings of those.

The genitive of the plural form guthiar and guthi of course may also be

substantivized and declined, viz., arguthiar gahin hoa, take away the
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belongings of all those
;
Id alragutJti gahin mokkha, this (neuter) has eaten

the thing which belonged to those (neuter).

Before words denoting relatives the possessive pronoun is not prefixed

in full, but only the stem, which is compounded with the noun into one

word; e.g. embas, our father; nimbas, your father, etc. For a full list of

these words see the Syntax 115.

4. Reflexive pronouns.

29. The reflexive pronouns are tan, self, one's own
; and tarn, selves?

own. They are used quite similarly to the Hindi dp, self, one's self, one's

own, and stand with their different case forms as substitutes for the possessive

pronoun third person, whenever it is connected with or represents such

pronoun standing in the nominative case.

Declension.

Singular.

N. tan, self, one's own.

O. taighai, of self, own.

D. tangage tang a, to self,own.

A. tangan, self, own.

A. and tanganti, from, by self,

/. own.

L. tang nu, in self, own.

Plural.

lam, selves, own.

tamhai, of selves, own.

tamdge tamd, to selves, own.

taman, selves, own.

tamtl, from, by selves, own.

tarn wo, in selves, own.

Examples

Gen. as tanghat erpa keras, he went to his own house.

Dat. ' ar tangdge bidyar, they searched for themselves.

Ace. ad tarigan laucd, she beat herself.

Abl. alra tdmti kecca, they (neuter) died from themselves.

Loc. ar tarn tarn nu bdcar, they said within or among themselves.

30. Tor the sake of emphasis im is added to the reflexive pronoun tan

thus, "as tanim keras, he went himself.
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As to the reflexives of the first and second person it must be observed

that the different cases of the personal pronouns are used as substitutes, viz :

en enghai erpa kirkan, I went to my own house.

em emage liddkam, we searched for ourselves.

nam naman erot, we will see ourselves.

nin nitigtl eka
t
walk from, i.e., of thyself .

nlm nvn nu bedda, seels among yourself.

nlm nimhai erpa kala, go to your (own) home.

For the first and second persons the personal pronouns serve as

reflexives : en erigan laudan, I beat myself ; nin ningan laudai, thou beatest

thyself ;
em eman laudan, we beat ourselves ;

mm niman laudar, you beat

yourselves ;
nam naman laudat, we (collectively) beat ourselves.

The repetition of the personal pronouns has also the force of a reflexive :

em em nu, means, among ourselves, mm nlm nu, among yourselves, dr tain

tarn nu kucnakralngyar, they were talking among themselves.

5. Interrogative pronouns.

31. There are five interrogative pronouns in Kurukh, viz:

ne and eka, both meaning "who?" and " which ?" and endr, endra and

ekda meaning
" what?" and "which ?"

ne is always used indefinitely and stands only for masculine and

feminine nouns; it is treated, however, as being neuter, even though it stands

for a masculine noun ;
see example below

;
eka is always used definitely in

connection with nouns or their substitutes
;
it is applicable to all genders.

Thus, ne bared, who came? but " what man came ?" must be rendered

eka alas barcas ? Ne is the nominative of the stem nek, the declination of

which is given below :

Singular and Plural.

32. N. ne, who, which : ad ne tali, who is she ?

O. nekhai, whose : Id nekhai erpa ra'i, whose house is this?

D. nekage, to whom : nekage or neka cickai, to whom did you

give?

Ace. nekan, whom: nekan lauckar, whom did you beat?
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All. and Instr. nekanti, nekli, from, by whom: nekantl khakhkai,

from whom did you get ?

Loc. nek nu, in whom : nek nu khakhor, in whom will you find ?

ekd is not declinable, neither does it change its final vowel : ekd alas

barcas, ekd all bared, ekd addo bared, who, i.e., what man, woman, etc., came ?

ekd man khatrd, what tree fell? ekd alas gahi erpd, what man's house ? ekd

mukkar ge cickai, to which woman hast thou given ? eka man nu nerr tali, on

which tree is the snake ?

Pefore .words signifying relatives in the genitive case the form ekd is

not commonly prefixed as before other nouns, but the stem of the indefinite

pronoun ne is applied, i.e., nek instead of the genitive case; thus; nek tangdai

taldai, whose son art thou? r,ek tambas tali/as, whose father is this? nekhai

tarigdai taldai and nekhai tambas talyas; would be considered ambiguous.

33. Endr is declined like ne :

Singular and plural.

N. endr, what.

O. endr gahi, of what.

D. endr ge, to what.

Ace. endran, what.

All. endrtly endranti, from, by what.

and Instr.

Loc. endr nu, in what.

Endr is used both definitely and indefinitely : Endr ra'i, what's the

matter ? Endr all bared, what (kind of) woman came ? It stands for all

genders, viz, as endr alas talyas, what (kind of) man is he ? Endr bmko

ethrd, what (kind of) star appeared.

Endr is also used as an exclamation of surprise : endr ds argd bareas, what,

has he not come yet ?

Endr in combination with kd, or. is even used as a disjunctive : endr

mukkar ra'anar kd metar talyar drin ormarin ed'd, whether they be women or

men call them all ! Endr urbar kd kirar ormar kheor, whether rich or poor,

all will die. The ka (or) may also be dispensed with and endr repeated in

order to convey the same disjunctive sense, viz., endr metar endr mukkar

crmarin kord cid, whether men or women, let them all come in.
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Like ekd so endr is used also as an adverb, e.g., Id endr lektfdm ra'i,

what like is this? Nln endrge barckai? wherefore hast thou come?

34. Endra, what, is used only indefinitely: endra n?', what is it?

endra bdon, what shall I say? endra is therefore declined like ne :

N.

G.

D.

A.

A.

L.
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eat ? i.e., there is no hindrance. Nlm endrnd kirkar, why did you go ? i.e.,

you ought not to have gone.

37. Ekdd, which one, is an indefinite interrogative pronoun, used for

neuter substantives only.

The declination endings are the same as in the noun, viz.

Singular and plural.

N. ekdd, what, which.

G. ekdd gahi, of what

D. ekdd g, to what.

Ace. ekdan, what, which.

Abl. ekdanti, from, by what.

a -id Instr.

LOG. ekdd nu, in what.

38. Ekdd is employed for endr and endrd whenever a certain irration-

al object is distinctly understood.

Its use will be seen from the following sentences : ekdd bared, which

one came ? (a number of the same kind being understood) ;
Id ekdd gahi

tali, of which one is this? (other things of the same kind being understood) ;

fkddge cion, to which one shall I give ? i.e., to which one among other

animals ; ekdan cdjkar, which one did you select? i.e., out of which certain

things; ekdantitdrkai, with which one (e.g., ax) did you cut? Ekdd nu ra'acd

in which one (vessels being, for example, understood) was it ?

39. There are some otjier indefinite interrogative pronouns, viz.,

ebaggi (ebagge, ebaggu); how many, how much ? and ed and eddd, how many ones,

how much especially ? and ekdsse, ekanne, how ? Out of these ed is especially

used in connection with nouns denoting time: ed can, how many years? ed

berd ra?l, what o'clock is it ? The difference between ebaggi and its other

forms and eddd seems to be that the former denotes quantity in general, and

the latter in particular : e.g., if it is asked : ebaggi alar barcar, how many
men came? the attention is drawn to the general number; but by saying eddd

alar barcar, we have in mind the individuals of which that number is made

up ; again : ebaggi karik, how much fuel ? ebaggi tikhil, how much rice ?

refers to the general quantity, but eddd kank and eddd tikhil refers to the units
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(measures, etc.) of which that quantity is made up. In exclamations of

surprise both e5 and baggl are combined : S5 baggl, how much ? like the

Hindi : kitnd bahut !

Ebaggl and coda may be turned into plural nouns by adding the case

signs of the plural to them, e.g., mm ebaggir or eddar ra'adar, how many,

i.e.) how many ones are you ? Eoddgutfii bared, how many (oxen) have

come ?

Ebaggl and &)da are declined in the same manner as all other pronouns,

viz., ebaggl gahi, of how many, much? So age, to how many, much ? ebaggin

(ace.) how many, much ? Sodanti, from how many, much ? ebaggl nu, in how

many, much ? e.g., ebaggl galii bare nu andai, of how many do you speak ?

edddge --.ickai, to how many did you give ? ebaggin ondrkai, how much did

you bring ? Soddntl biddkai, from how many did you ask ? ebaggl nu

khakho'e, in how much will you find? Ekasse and Skanne have the

meaning of "how" the former implying condition, the latter denoting

manner. Examples : nln ekasse ra'adai, nln ekanne ra'adai, both mean-

ing "how do you do?" but the former refers to the condition, the latter

to the manner of living or doing; ekasse kdo'e, ekanne kdo'e
,
how will you go?

the former denotes the condition of, the latter the manner of goicg.

In the locative case ekasse and ekanm stand as nouns : en ekasse nu ujjon

or ekanm nu ujjon, how shall I live ? the former again referring to the

condition, and the latter to the manner of living.

6. Indefinite Pronouns.

40. The indefinite pronouns in Kurukh are formed from the inter-

rogatives ne, ekd and endr, viz., nlk'im, nid'im, ek'dm and endr'am, indr'im.

These stand for both numbers, singular and plural: etfam is used only

before nouns and has different meanings : any one, ek'am ortasin mekhfi

call any one or ek'dm ortan (masc. and fern.) and ek'dm ortin (fern.) mekhd;

a certain: ek'dm torang nu ontd kohd lakra ra'acd, there was a big tiger

in a forest ;
one : ek'dm ulld nu enne manjd, it happened one day ; some :

ek'dm khlrl tengd, tell some story. Indr'im is also used before nouns only

and has the meaning of
"
any one

"
(thing) ;

indr'im manan tdra, cut any
tree

; endr'im, something : endr'im ci'd, give something.
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Nik'im and nict'im are always used as substitutes for nouns of both

numbers ;
their meaning is

"
anyone."

Nik'im (or nld'im) bar'o, hole engan tengd, if anyone comes, let me know.

Whosoever: nlk'im (or md'im) pattor dr bacro'or, anyone (i.e., whoso-

ever) believes, will be saved. Somebody, a certain: nlk'im (or nld'im khlrl

tengdlagyd, somebody was telling stories.

Endr or endr'ddim, anything : endr'ddim mano hok tengd, if anything

happens, tell me ;
endr'ddim bard, ddin chek'd, anything or whatsoever comes

stop it.

41. Declension of ek'dm (nek*am) any one.

ffi. ek'dm or nek'dm, any one, etc.

O. nekhaidim, of any one.

D. nek''dm ge or nekdgem, to any one.

Ace. nek'anim, any one.

Abl. nek'antt, from, by any one.

and Instr.

Loc. nek'im or nekhai num, in any one.

Nekhaidim tempan khakhkan,'! found the stick of somebody.

Nin nekd'am (nekdgem) cickai, did you give to anybody ?

Nikanim dahere nu khakhkai, did you find somebody on the road ?

Nekim tl ebsrd, from or by whom was it lost?

Enne conhd nekhai num maid, such love is in no one.

42. Declension of endr or endr'ddim, anything.

JV. endr, endr'ddim, anything.

G. endr'dmgahi, indr'imgahi, of anything.

D, endr'dmge, indr'tmye, to anything.

Ace. endr'dnim, anything.

Abl. endr'amtt, from, by anything.

and Instr.

Loc. endr'dm nu
t in anything.

Id indr'imgahi kamrkl ra'i of anything this has been made.

Angahi erpd nu tndr'im ge addd mal khakhrd, there was not room for

anything in his house.
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43. Other indefinite pronouns are :

Some one or other: nld'tm, nltfimgd. : md'ini nld'im gman gadhibd manot

Bome one or other will have money.

All : orm3, ormar, urmi, the first two for masculine and feminine only,

the latter for feminine and neuter nouns.

Some or little more : jokendf'itn or endr'im j'ok.

Taman, many: taman filar barcar, a multitude of men came.

Jokendr'im amm ci'd, give some more water.

Something or other, indr'im indr'im go,. Example : a dahare nu kerkanti

indr'im indr'im ga khakhro, if you go that way, you will find something

or other.

44. The numerals with an indefinite pronominal sense are ort, one,

for masculine and feminine
; ortta, one for neuters : ort barcas, one came

;

ontan ci'a, give one; irbar (irbarim), irbarim baror, both of them will

come.

Nanna, other, nannas, the other (for masculine), nannar plural masculine

and feminine. En nanna ulla nu kcCon. I will go on another day.

45. By adding the emphatic postposition hd and the negative

adverb mala we get the following indefinite pronouns : not one, not even

one=ort ho mala for masculine and feminine; onfa ho mala for neuters;

ort ho mala barca, not even one has come ; eng gman
1

onta hd mala, I have

none, not even one.

7- Relative pronouns.

46. There are no relative pronouns in Kurukh ; whenever the

Hindi (Gaowari) relatives je and se are employed, it is done contrary to

the idiom of the Kurulsh language, which forms its relative and correlative

sentences in a peculiar way, about which see the Syntax.
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CHAPTEE VI.

THE VERB.

A. Introductory remarks.

47. The Kurtikh verb has only one Jconjugation, the terminations of

which are alike in all tenses, excepting the past, which has four different

endings. There are two voices, the Active and the Passive ; and six moods,

viz., the Indicative, the Conjunctive, the Conditional, the Imperative, the

Infinitive and the Participle.

The Kurukh verb has three principal tenses : the present indefinite,

the historical past and the future; and four subtenses, viz., the definite

present, the imperfect, the perfect and the pluperfect.

There are three genders, the masculine, feminine and the neuter; and

two numbers, the singular and the plural.

48. It must be borne in mind that in Kurulih only men are considered

to be of the masculine gender and only women as to be of the feminine

gender, and that accordingly all irrational beings are neu(er. It is further

to be noted that when men speak to women or about women they treat

them as equals and address them or talk about them as if they were of the

masculine gender, excepting the second person singular, for which alone the

feminine form of the verb is used. It would be considered rather indecent

if men were to speak about women or address a plurality of women, not

using the masculine form of the verb. On the other hand it would be

very improper if women in addressing men were to talk about themselves

or other women as being of the feminine geuder, and even in this case

women will figure as men and use the masculine form of the verb only,

excluding again the second person singular, for which they will employ

the feminine. Consequently in the conjugation of the verb the form for the

feminine gender is entirely reserved for the conversation of women among

themselves, with the single exception of the second person feminine singular,

which men and women alike will always treat as feminine.
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The singular of the neuter verb is identical with the feminine singular

number, yet in the plural they differ from each other so far as the Kurukh

neuter verb has no plural at all ;
for even if the Kurul&h talks of a plurality

of irrational beings, he treats them as if they were a single being only,

even though he denotes this plurality by affixing the plural sign to the

noun or uses the plural form of the pronoun. The second and third

person plural neuter gender take therefore the form of the second and third

person singular, feminine gender.

49. In analyzing an inflected verb of the Rurukh language we find

that it consists of three distinct parts, viz., the root or modified stem, the

tense characteristic and the inflectional ending ; the latter being nothing
else but the pronoun or the modified form of a noun or pronoun, with

which the verb is connected. The following examples will illustrate this.

We take the verb esna, to break. The tense characteristic for the present

indefinite, masculine gender is da, which changes into na in the third person

plural. Feminine and neuter verbs take da only in the second person,

as for the first and third person they simply add the pronoun or its modified

form to the pronoun, en, I, es, (the root) da, the tense characteristic and

en, the pronoun, being added to the latter as the inflectional ending (a and

e becoming a) gives dan, en esdan, I break: as, he, es, the root, da the tense

characteristic and as he, the pronoun being postfixed gives das: as esd^s,

he breaks : em, we, es, root, da the tense characteristic, em the pronoun being

joined with da dam em esdam, we break: en, I (feminine) est the roof, and

en
y the pronoun preceding the root being added in repetition as the inflection

ending produces the word ts'en: en es'en, I break; nln, thou, es, da, the tense

characteristic, and ai or rather ae probably an old form for thou, gives dai

nln esdai, thou break est; mm, you, es-da-dr : esdar, you break; dr, they, es

n-dr, they break; r\am es-d-at we and you break. It is impossible at the

present to explain the original meaning of the tense characteristics or of all

the pronominal inflectional endings of the verb; however, the above will be

sufficient to show that in Kurukh as well as in other Dravidian languages

the inflectional ending of the verb is a pronominal one.

50. The tense characteristic for the past tense takes four different

forms, dividing thus the Kurukh verbs into four classes, viz., for the mascul-ne
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gender ka, ka, cka and/foz and for feminine d, yd, c'd and/0; e.g., en eskan,

I broke: es the root, ka the tense characteristic, and n the pronoun (en)

affixed to the latter.

For the future the tense characteristic is the vowel o in all persons,

numbers and genders; e.g., en es'on; es the root, o the tense characteristic,

en the pronoun combined with the former, gives es'on, I will break.

The tense characteristic of the definite present is the consonant I which

is placed between the modified stem of the verb and the tense characteristic

of the indefinite present; e.g., en es'dldan; esa the modified stem, I the tense

characteristic of the definite present, da the tense characteristic of the

indefinite present, and n (en) the pronoun being adjoined gives es'd-l-da-n

es'dldan, I am breaking.

The remaining tenses, i.e., the imperfect, perfect and pluperfect, have no

special tense characteristics, but are formed with the aid of auxiliary verbs.

There is no past future in KuruT&h, on the formation of which see

later on.

B. Conjugation.

The active verb esnd, to break.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

51. Of the first class, forming the past by the insertion of the tense

characteristic ka for masculine and a for feminine and neuter.

PRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE.

Masculine.

Sing, en esdan, I break.

mn esdat, thou breakest.

as esdas, he breaks.

PI. em esdatr, we break.

I& II nam esdat, we and you break.

mm esdar, you break.

ar esnar, they break.

Feminine.

en es'en, I break.

nln isdl, thou breakest.

ad t's'z, she (it) breaks.

em es^em, we break.

nam esdat, we and you break.

nlm esdai, you break.

ar esnai, they break.
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NEUTER PLURAL II & III PERSONS.

nlm isdl
t
ibrd or abrd is'l, you, they break,

PAST TENSE.

Masculine.

Sing, en eskan
9
1 broke.

ntn eskai, thou brokest.

da es'as, he broke.

PI. em eskam, we broke.

ndm eskat, we and you broke.

nlm eskar, you broke.

dr es'ar, they broke.

Feminine.

en es'an, I broke.

nm iskl, thou brokest.

ad es'd, she, it broke.

em es'am, we broke.

nam eskat, we and you broke.

nlm eskai, you broke.

dr es'ai, they broke.

NEUTER PLURAL II AND 111 PERSON.

nlm iskl, ibrd or abrd es'd, you, they broke.

FUTURE TENSE.

Masculine.

Sing, en es'on, I shall or will break.

nm es'oe, thou shalt or wilt break.

,, as es'os, he shall or will break.

PI. em es'om, we shall or will break.

ndm es'ot, we and you shall or

will break.

nlm cs'or, you shall or will break.

dr es'or, they shall or will break.

Feminine.

en es'cn, I shall or will break.

t<ln es'oe, thou shalt or wilt break.

ad es'd, she, it shall or will break.

em es'om, we shall or will break.

ndm es'ot, we and you shall or will

break.

nlm es'or, you shall, or will break.

dr es'or, they shall or will break.

NEUTER PLURAL II AND III PERSON.

nlm es'oe, ibrd or abrd es'd, you, they will break.

PRESENT DEFINITE TENSE.

52. This tense has two different forms, the one being the original,

but in use only among people who have not been influenced by Hindi, and
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the other being a KurukhizeJ, Hindi form. The former takes as its tense

characteristic the consonant I added to the modified stem of the verb, to

which again the inflectional ending of the present definite is affixed
;
the

latter is formed with the aid of tb.9 Hindi verb tagna, to commence.

I* Masculine.

Sing, en es'dldan, I am breaking.

nln eu'dldai, thou art breaking.

as es'dldas, he is breaking.

PI. em es'dldam, we are breaking.

nam es'dldat, we and you are

breaking.

mm es'dldar, you are breaking.

ar e&'alnar, they are breaking.

Feminine.

,
I am breaking.

i, thou art breaking.

es'dl'i, she, it is breaking.

eJaVem,, we are breaking.

es'dldat, we and you are breaking.

es'dldai, you are breaking.

es'dlnai, they are breaking.

NEUTER II AND III, PERSON, PLURAL.

nim es'ald^ ibra or abrd cs'dl'i, you, they are breaking.

II. The root of the Hindi verb lagna is inserted between the modified

etem and the inflectional endings of the definite present.

Masculine.

Sing, en es'dlagdan :

nln es'dlagdai:

ds es'dlagdas :

PI. em es'dlagdam :

nSm es'alagdat :

nim es'dlagdar :

&r etfdlagnar :

Femin e.

en es'dlag'en, I am breaking.

nln edalagdl) thou art breaking.

ad es'alag'i, he, she, it is breaking,

em es'dlag'em, we are breaking.

nam es'Slagdat, we and you are

breaking.

nim es'dfagdai, you are breaking.

ar es'dlagnai, they are breaking

NEUTER II AND III, PERSON, PLURAL.

mm es'alagdi, ibra or aira cs^atey'i, you, they are breaking.
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IMPERFECT TENSE.

This tense apparently is not an original Kurukh one. It is formed by

adding the Kurukhfced inflectional past of the Hindi verb lagna to the

modified stem of the verb, viz :

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, tines'al dkkan: en es'dlagyan. I was breaking.

ntn es'alakkai : nln es'dlakki, thou wast breaking.

as es'dlagyas : ad es'dlagyd, he, she, it was breaking.

PI. em es'dlakkam : em es'alagyam, we were breaking.

ndm es'alakkat : ndm es'dlakkat, we and you were breaking.
nlm es'alakkar : mm es'dlakkai, you were breaking.

dr es'dlagyar: dr es'dlagyai, they were breaking,

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

mm es'dlakki, ibra or abra es'dlagt/a, you, they were breaking.

PERFECT TENSE.

53. This tense is formed with the aid of the Kurukh auxiliary be'end,

to be ; which, however, is incomplete, having only the indefinite present

tense, viz :

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en be'edan : en be'en, I am.

nlnbe'edai: nm bz'idi, thou art.

as be'edas : ad bl'i, he, she, it is.

PI. em be'edam : em be em, we are.

nam be'edat : ndm be'edat, we and you are.

,, nim b&edar :* mm be'edai, you are.

dr be'enar : dr be'enai, they are.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

ntm bi'idi, ibrd or abra bi'l, you, they are.
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In forming the perfect tense of a verb the above auxiliary is added to

the full inflected form of the past tense of that verb, viz :

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en eskan be'edan : en iskin be'en, I have broken.

nln eskai be'edai : nln iskl bl'idl, thou hast broken.

as eskas be'edas : ad iskl fo', he, she, it has broken.

PI. em eskam be'edam : em iskim be'em, we have broken.

nam eskat be'edat : nam eskat be'edat, we and you have broken.

mm e&kar be'edar : mm eskai be\dii^ you have broken.

dr eskar be'enar : dr eskai be'enai, they have broken.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

nlm iskl bl'idl, ibra or abrd iskl li'l, you, they have broken.

The auxiliary verb ra'ana.

54. It is supposed that this auxiliary, with the aid of which the

pluperfect tense is formed, is the Hindi verb rahna, to remain; however,

if this be so, then the Kunikhising of it has been completed in an almost

perfect manner, for it is conjugated in all tenses except the pluperfect.

In Kunikh it is written ra'ana and belongs to the second class of verbs,

which form their tense characteristic of the historical past by ck for

masculine and c'a for feminine and neuter verbs. Before proceeding with

the pluperfect it will be therefore necessary to give the conjugation of the

verb ra'and.

Present indefinite tense.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en ra'adan : en ra'an, I remain.

nln ra'adai : riln ra'adi, thou remainest.

as ra'adas or raas : ad ra'i, he, she, it remains.

PI. em ra'adam : em ra'em, we remain.

n&mra'adat: nam ra'adat, we and you remain.

nlm ra'adar : nlm ra'adai, you remain.

nr ra'anar : dr ra'anai, they remain.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

nlm ra'atfr, ibra or abrd ra'i, you, they remain.
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Present definite.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en ra'alagdan : en ra'alag'en, I am remaining.

nin ra'alagdai: nin ra'alagdl, thou art remaining.

,, ds ra'alagdas : dd ra'alag'i, he, she, it is remaining.

PI. em ra'alagdam : em ra'alag'em, we are remaining.

ndm ra'alaydat : ndm rdalagdat, we and you are remaining.
nlm ra'alagdar : nlm ra'alagdai, you are remaining.

dr ra'alagnar : dr ra'afagnai, they are remaining.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

Nlm ra'alagdi) ibrd or abrd ra'alag'l, you, they are remaining.

Imperfect.

Masculine. Feminine.

ra'alakkan : ra'alag'an, I was remaining.

ra'atakkai : ra'alakk't, thou wast remaining.

ra'alakkas : ra'alagyd, he, she, it was remaining.

ra'alakkam : ra'alag'em, we were remaining.

ra'alakkat : ra'alagdat, we and you were remaining.

ra'alakkar : ra'alakkai, you were remaining.

ra'alagyar : ra'alagnai, they were remaining.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

Nlm ra'alakk'i, ilrd or abrd ra'alagyd, you, they were remaining.

Past tense.

Masculine. Feminine.

ra'ckan : ra'c'an, I remained.

ra'ckat: ra'ckl, thou remaindst.

ra'cas : ra'cd, he, she, it remained.

ra'ckam : ra'c'em, we remained.

ra'ckat : ra'ckat, we and you remained.

ra'ckar : ra'ckai, you remained.

ra'car : ra'o'ai, they remained.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.
c Nlm ra'ckl, ibrd or abrd ra'cd, you, they remained.
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Perfect.

Masculine. Feminine.

ra'ckan be'edan : retJan be'en, I have remained.

ra'ckat be'edai : ra'ckl bl'idl, thou hast remained.

ra'ckas beedas : ra'c'd ll'l, he has remained.

ra'ckam be'edam : ra'c'em be em, we have remained.

ra'ckat bs'edat : ra'ckat beedat, we and you have remained.

ra'ckar beedctr : ra'ckai beedai, you have remained.

ra'ckar be'enar : ra'c'ai be'enai they have remained.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

Nlm ra'ckl bt'idl, ibrd or abrd ra'c'a, you, they have remained.

Future.

Masculine. Feminine.

en rcfon : en ra'on, I will, shall remain.

nin rcfoe : nln raoe, thou wilt, shalt remain.

ds ra'os : dd ra'd, he, she, it will, shall remain.

em rcCom : em ra'om, we will, shall remain.

n&m ra'ot: nam rctot) we and you will, shall remain

mm ra'or : nlm ra'or, you will, shall remain.

ar ra'or : dr ra'or, they will, shall remain.

NEUTER II AND lit, PERIPHRASTIC PLURAL.

Nlm ra'd, ibra or abrd ra'd, you, they will remain.

55. Pluperfect of the verb esna.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en eskan ra'ckan : en iskin ra'c'an, I had broken.

nln eskai ra'ckai : nln iskl ra'ckl, thou hast broken.

as eskds ra'c'as : dd iakl ra'c'd, he, she, it had broken.

PI. em eskam ra'ckam : em eskan rate
1

am, we had broken.

nam eskat ra'ckat : nam eskat ra'ckat, we and you had broken.

mm eskar ra'ckar : nam eskai ra'ckai, you had broken.

&r eskar ra'c'ar : dr eskai ra'cnai, they had broken.

NEUTER II AND III, PLURAL.

Nlm iskl ra'ckl, ibra or abrd isk.1 ra'c'd, you, they had broken.
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Past future.

The Kttrukh has no special form for the past future, but with the help of

the verb khacna, to complete, the meaning of a faturum cmctum is brought

out, if we add the future tense of this verb to the modified stem of the

preceding verb, viz. :

Masculine. Feminine.

En es'd khac'on : the same, I shall or will have broken.

Nln es'd khac'oe : ditto, thou shalt or wilt have broken.

As es'd khacos : ad es'd khac'o, he, she, it shall or will have broken.

Em es'd khac'om : the same, we shall or will have broken.

Ndm es'd khac'ot: ditto, we and you shall or will have broken.

Nim es'd khac'or : ditto, you shall or will have broken.

Ar es'd khac'or : ditto, they shall or will have broken.

NEUTER II AND III PERSON, PLURAL.

Nlm es'd khac'oe, ibrd or abrd es'd khac'o, you, they have broken.

Besides khacnd the Hindi verb citknd, to finish, is also employed in the

formation of the pasfc future, cuknd being Kurukhized into cuktnd, the

future tense of which is added to the root of the preceding verb, viz :

Masculine. Feminine and Neuter.
*

En es' cukr'on : en cs' cukr'on, I shall or will have broken.

Nln es' cukr'oe : nln es' cukr'oe, thou shalt or wilt have broken.

As es' cukr'os : ad es' cukr'o, he, she, it shall or will have broken.

Em es' cukr'om : em es' cukr'om, we shall or will have broken.

Ndtn es' cukr'ot : ndin es' cukr'ot, we and you shall or will have broken.

film es' cukr'or : nlm es' cukt'or, you shall or will have broken.

Ar es' cukror : dr es' cukt'or, they shall or will have broken.

NEUTER II AND III PERSON, PLURAL.

nlm es' cukr'oe, ibrd or abrd es' cukr'o,

C. The Conjunctive and Conditional Mood.

56. This mood is also employed for the potential aud optative, but is

very defective, having only one tense, the present indefinite which is formed
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by the suffix nekk'd being added to the inflected form of the present indefinite

indicative mood, viz :

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en esdan nekk'd

nln esdai nekk'd

as esdas nekk'd

PI. em esdam nekk'd

ndm esdat nekk'd

nlm esdar nekk'd

ar eswar nekk'd

es'en nekk'd, I may break.

esdin nekk'd, thou mayest break.

ad es'dnekk'd, he, she, it may break.

es'em nekk'd, we may break.

esdat nekk'd, we and you may break.

esdai nekk'd, you may break.

emai nekk'd, they may break.

NEUTER I AND II, PERS. PLURAL.

nlm esdin nekk'd, ibrd or abrd es'd nekk'd, you, they may break.

57. Besides the above form the conditional and conjunctive may be

expressed also by the future indicative, viz., en es'on, I may break, etc. There

is, however, a slight difference in the meaning of the two, which may be

illustrated by the following example : ndm esdat nekk'd, we may break or let

us break, and ndm ea'ot which has the same meaning, but with this difference,

that whilst the former implies that the action is to be done immediately

after a given moment or the completion of a given action, the latter denotes

that it is to be done in the immediate future.

The conjunctive is formed also by the application of the conjunctions

ekdti and ekdnu, that or in order, e.g., osangl cid, ekdtl (ekanu) en idin

esdatmekk'd (or es'on), hand me the ploughshare that I may break this.

The conditional is formed by inserting the conjunction hole, then, between

the conditional clause and the completive part of the sentence and by adding

finally the conjunction pahe, however ; e.g., if you break this, I will beat

you, idin es'or hole niman lau'on pahe; if you had broken this, I would

Lave beaten you; Idin eskar hole niman lau'on pahe. It must be noted

that the past conditional always puts the verb of the completing clause in

the future indicative. In the same manner the perfect of the conditional

is formed : if thou hadst broken this, I would have beaten you, Idin eskar

ra'ackar hole niman lau'on pahe. Other examples ; future : if he break
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this, it would be well, %din e&'ds hole dau mano pa-he ; past : if lie broke

this, it would be well, idin es'as hole dau mano pake ; perfect : if he had

broken this, it would have been well, Idin eskas ra'acaa hole dau mand

pahe.

D.-The Imperative Mood.

58. This mood is formed by adding either the vowel d or the syl-

lable he to the root of the verb, both for the singular and plural number.

In the feminine and neuter singular as well as in the neuter plural the a is

changed into ai, and when women speak to women the a is changed into e.

Examples :

Singular. Plural.

Masc. nln cs'd ! thou break
;

mm es'd ! you break.

Fern, nln es'ai ! ditto ; nlm es'd ! ditto.

Neuter, nln es'ai! ditto
;

nlm es'ai ! ditto.

Feminine (for the use among women): nlm es'e you break.

The form he is employed when a more familiar or milder sort of impera-

tive is intended or when the fulfilment of the action commanded is not

expected to be accomplished at once. Illustration : Bar'a, come !
(i.e., at

once) ;
bar'he, come (if you please), he remains unaltered in all genders and

both numbers.

In the irregular verb ka'ana, to go, not only the past tense, but also the

imperative mood is formed in a special manner ;
it has kald, go, for masculine

singular and plural ;
kalai for the feminine and neuter singular and neuter

plural; and hdl'e, for the plural among women.

The imperative may be intensified by such words as khacnd, to complete,

and capnd, to fulfil; es'd khac'd would mean "be sure to break," and ^s'a

cap'd
" break quickly." The forms for the other genders are: es'ai khac'ai ;

es'ai cap'ai; es'e khac'e ; es'e cap'e. Of course the future also may be

employed imperatively : En dndan idin nln es'oe, I tell you, you will (have

to) break this. Likewise the conditional is used as an imperative : dr Idin

es'narnekkd, may they break this. There is no honorific imperative in Ifurukk

besides ke which resembles it somewhat.
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E. The Infinitive Mood.

59. The infinitive ending of the Kurukh verb is na, which is probably

borrowed from, the Hindi grammar. The infinitive form of the verb has of

course the character of a noun, and is therefore declinable :

csna, to break or the breaking.

Singular. Plural.

JV*. esnd, the breaking; e&naguthi, the breaking*.

O. ema gahi, of the breaking ; esndgufhi gahi, of the breaking?.

D. esnd ge, to the breaking ;
esnd guthi ge, to the breakings.

Ace. esnan, the breaking ;
esnd guthin, the breakings.

Abl. esnd ti, from the breaking ;
esna guthin tl, from the breakings.

Instr. esnd tru, by the breaking ;
esnd guthin tru, by the breakings.'

Loc. esrih nu, in the breaking; es:id guthi nu, in the breakings,

Examples :

Nom. Esnd otthd nalakh ra'i, breaking is a difficult work.

Gen. Esnd gahi or ondr'd, bring the tool for the (of the)

breaking.

Dat. Etna ge sawang car ra'i, for breaking strength is required.

Ace. Esnan nebbd nalakh ambd org'd, do not think that breaking (the

breaking) is light work.

P. Participles.

60. The Kurukh participles are

1. Adjective participles :

a. present ;
this is formed by the addition of the sign of the locative

case, nu : the emphasized form of which is num; nu is also combined with the

ablative case sign, tl emphasized : tim, nutim, in order to form the present

adjective participle. These tense characteristics are added to the root of

the verb ; e.g ,
esnum and esnuti or esnutim, breaking. They are the same in

all numbers, persons and genders ; esnum is also repeated : as esnum esnum

baralagyas* he came breaking. When intensity is to be denoted, the adverb
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dard, also, even, is affixed to the tense characteristic mtm, as esnum dard

baralaayis, he came even breaking.

b. The past adjective participle is identical with the past of the indi-

cative, i.e., kd being added to the root of the verb
; eskd, broken, for all

genders and numbers.

61. 2. Conjunctive participles: These are formed in different ways :

a. By adding the governing verb to the inflected form of the preceding

verb and by making the latter to agree with the former iu number, gender,

person and tense
; e.g., as es'as barcas, breaking he came, i.e., having broken

he came
;
en esdan ka'adan, breaking I go ;

en es'on ka'on, breaking I will go.

b. By affixing the participle tense characteristic r to the modified root

of the preceding verb and adding the governing noun thereto; en es'dr

ka'a-dan, breaking I go, i.e. having broken I go ;
en cs'dr ka'on, breaking, i.e.

having broken I will go ;
en es'dr barckan, breaking or having broken I came.

c. By inserting the tense characteristic kl between the preceding inflected

verb and the governing verb, making them agree both as to number, gender,

person and tense
; example : en esdan kl ka'adan, breaking, i.e., having broken,

I go ;
en es'on kl ka'on, breaking I will go ;

en eskan kl barckan, having broken

I came.

d. By inserting kl between the modified root of the governed verb,

to which the first characteristic r has already been added and the principal

verb ;
en es'dr kl ka'adan, having broken I go ;

en es'dr kl ka'on, having
broken I will go ;

en es'dr kl barckan, having broken I came.

G2. When it is intended to emphasize the action of the conjunctive

participle,
the word dard is added to the same; as es'as dard keras; as es'dr dard

keras, breaking or having broken he went
;

as es'os dard kd'os, as es'dr dard

ka'os, breaking, i.e., having broken he will go ;
but dard cannot be combined

with kl because the latter denotes already intensity or completion of action.

"When the governing noun stands in the imperative, any of the preceding

forms of the conjunctive participle may be employed : es'd kald ; es'd dard

kald; es'dr kald, es'dr dard kald,, es'd kl kald, es'dr kl kald, breaking or Laving
broken go. The feminine forms are : es'ai kalai and es'e kale ; es'ai dard

kalai and es'e dard kale ; es'dr kalai and es'dr kale ; es'ar dard kalai and en'ar

dard kdl'e ; es'ai kl kalai and es'e kl kale ; es'dr kl kalai and es'dr kl kdl'e,

breaking or having broken go.
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63. 3. The adverbial participle is formed by adding the adverb

khane, emphatic khanem, then, upon, to the modified stem of the verb, viz.,

es'a khane or es'd khanem, on breaking, upon breaking or in the very act of

breaking. It is used for all tenses, 'genders, persons and numbers.

G. The noun of agency.

64. The noun of agency is formed by adding the vowel u to the root

of the verb, whether it ends in a consonant or in a vowel
;
if the verb begins

with the vowel <?,
the latter is changed into , ema, to break, est the root, is'u

t

indef. breaker, is'us def. the breaker, isur, the breakers.

The declination of the noun o agency is regular.

t

Singular. Plural.

N. is*us, the breaker or the breaking one. is'ur, the breaking ones.

G. is'us gahi, of the breaker or the breaking one. is'ur gahi, of the breaking ones.

D. is'tis ge, to the breaker or the breaking one. is'ur ge, to the breaking ones.

Ac. is'usin, the breaker or the breaking one. is'urin, the breaking ones.

Ace. is'us tl, |
from or by the breaker or the is'ur tl, ") from or by the

Instr. is'us tru>) breaking one. is'ur tru,) breaking ones.

Loc. is'us nu, in the breaker or the breaking one. is'ur nu, in the breaking ones.

is'ti fern, sing., is'ur fem. pi. is'u, neuter.

H. The different classes of the verbs.

65. It has been explained already how the Kurufch verbs, though they
have but one conjugation, may he divided into four different classes, according
to the various manner in which their tense characteristic for the past tense is

formed.

One class taking ka and a respectively as tense characteristic has been

exhibited by the conjugation of the verb esna; eskan, masculine, es'en feminine,
I broke, and esas and esa, he and she broke.
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Masculine.
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66. It is impossible to lay down general rules as to the classification

of Eurttkh verbs, according to the termination of their roots
; however, there

are some rules, according to which we may say with safety that because

the root of this verb ends so and so, therefore it belongs to such and such

a class, or, in other words, it forms its past tense in such and such a manner.

BULB I. If the root of the verb ends in a double vowel as : act, ee, ii or

oo, it invariably takes ckd and c'a respectively as its tense characteristic for

the past; e.g., ba'and, to speak, bdckan, bacas, bdc'an, Idea ; he'end, to bind,

Iieckan, hecas, hec'an, heed; ci'tnd, to give, tickan, cicas, cic'an, cicd; htfona, to

take away, ockan, ocas, oc'an, oca.

BULE IT. All verbs which denote to be, to suffer, or which signify

reciprocity, also take cka and c'a as their tense characteristic of the past.

urna, to be satiated ttrckan, urc'an.

nujna, to pain, nunjkan, nunc'an.

norhna, to wash oneself, ndrhckan, nfrrhc'an.

With the exception of eknd, to walk
; ukhna, to get dark; ollehnd, to weep.

BULE III. Transitive verbs generally take kan and yan as tense

characteristic of the past tense : tdrnd, to cut
; tembnd, to beg ; plina, to

kill ; parmnd, to bite.

BULE IV. Verbs beginning with a vowel generally take ka and a,

like: csna, to break; oj'nd, to spin; arna, to cover; also such verbs, the initial

sound of which is a guttural, khondna, to collect
; kharna, to steal

; kasnd, to

grind, etc.

BULE V. Verbs, the root of which ends in n, generally take jka and

fa, as: menna, to hear, menjkan; manna, to become, manjkan; nannd, to do,

nanjkan,

I. The passive voice.

67. The formation of the Passive voice in the Kurukh language is

very simple, no auxiliary being needed for this purpose, beyond the insertion

of the voice characteristic consonant r between the root and the inflectional

termination of the active voice, these inflections being the same as in the

indicative mood.

Active voice : esnd, to break ; passive voice esrna, to be broken.
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Conjugation: passive indefinite.

Masculine. Feminine.

En esrdan, I am broken. en esr'en, I am broken.

Nln esrdni, thou art broken. nln esrdz, thou art broken.

As esrdns, he is broken. ad esr'i, she, it is broken.

Em esrdam, we are broken. em esr'em, we are broken.

Nam esrdat, we and you are broken, nam esrdat,v?e and you are broken.

Nlm esrdar, you are broken. mm esrdai, you are broken.

Ar esrnar, they are broken. ar esrnai, they are broken.

The neuter plural second and third person : esrdi and esr't.

Present definite.

MASCULINE.

En esr'aldan, em esr'aldam, etc. I am and we are being broken
;

or

En esr'alagdan, em esr'alagdam, etc. I am and we are being broken.

FEMININE.

En esr'al'em, em esr'dl'em, etc. I am and we are being broken
;

or

En esr'alag'en, em esr'dlag'em, etc. I am and we are being broken.

IMPERFECT.

En esr'dlakkan, en esr'alagyan, I was being broken.

PAST TENSE.

En esr'kan, en esr'an, I was broken.

PERFECT.

En esr'kan be'edcm, en esrkin be'en, I have been broken.

PLUPERFECT.

En esr'kan ra'ackan, en esrkin ra'ac'an, I had been broken.

FUTURE.

En esr'on, and fern., I will, shall be broken.
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PAST FUTURE.

En esr'khac'on or esr'cukr'on masc. and fern. I will, shall have been broken.

ADJECTIVE PARTICIPLES.

Pres. esr'num ; esr'num esr'num ; esr'num dara
y esr'nutl, esr'nutim; being

broken.

Past, esr'kd having been broken.

CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES.

Ultras, esras dard, etc. (he) beiog broken.

Esraski (he) ditto.

Esrar dara (he) ditto.

Esrarkl (he) ditto.

ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLE.

Esrd khanem, on being broken, in the act of being broken.

INFINITIVE.

Esrna to be broken: gerund esrnd gahi, etc., to be, of to be broken,

IMPERATIVE.

Esr'd masc., esr'ai fern, sing., esr'e fern, pi., be broken.

NOUN OF AGENCY.

Isr'u isr'ur, isr'ux one, ones, the one, who is (are) broken.

CONJUNCTIVE OR CONDITIONAL.

Masc. &s esrdasnekk'd, ad esr
j

'anehk''a, he, she, it may be broken.

Masc. and fern, dr esrnarnehk' a, they may be broken.

Ditto ndm esr'datnekk'a, we and you may be broken.

ON THE FORMATION OF INTRANSITIVE AND TRANSITIVE VERBS.

68. The letter r, the voice characteristic of the passive, is also used in

changing a transitive verb into an intransitive, for instance :

Assna, to play an instrument : asrnd, to tremble, to vibrate.

enjnd, to give in marriage : benjrnd, to marry, get married.

Khondnd, to collect: khondrnd, to assemble.
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Tebnd, to extinguish, put out: tebrnd, to extinguish, go out.

Ejna, to awake, to waken : ejrnd, to he awake.

The passive verb frequently serves as an intransitive.

JEsrna, to he broken : to go into, to break.

Ebsrna, to be lost : to get lost.

Intransitives are changed into transitives by affixing a double aa to the

root of the intransitive verb ; e.g., markhnd, to be dirty : markha'ana, to

dirty.

2. By inserting the consonant dt e.g., khaynd, to dry up : khaydna, to

dry.
K. Causal verbs.

69. Causal verbs are formed by the insertion of the syllable to?a

between the root and the inflectional endings of the active verb : esna,

estd'and, to cause to break, besides which insertion no change whatever takes

place in the conjugation of causal verbs ;
iaa becomes to in the future and is

often contracted into ta in the past tense.

En estd'adan, I cause to break
;
en estd'on, I will, shall cause to break.

Pres. ind. nln estaadai, thou causest to break j nm estd'oe, thou wilt,

shalt, cause to break.

Pres. def. en ezta'alagdan, I am causing to break.

Past, en esld'ackan or estackan, I caused to break.

Imperf. en eata?alakkan, 1 was causing to break.

Perf. en estd'ackan be'edan or estackan be'edan, I have caused to break.

Pluf. en estd'ackan ra'ackan or estackan ra'aokan, I had caused to break.

Passive, estarnd, to be caused to be broken, i.e., to be broken.

Pres. indef. estardan, I am caused to be broken or I am broken.

Pres. def. estdr'atagdan, ditto.

Past estdrckan, I was caused to be broken or
to^

break.

Imperf. estdr'alakkan, I was being caused to be broken or to break.

Perf. estdrckan be'edan, I have been caused to be broken or to break.

Plup. estdrckan ra'ackan, I had been caused to be broken or to break.

Fut. estdrd'on, I will, shall be caused to bo broken or break.

Causals are also formed by the insertion of the consonant d between

the root of the verb and the inflectional ending; c,g.
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f
to eat, ondna, to feed, i.e., to cause to eat.

Menna, to hear, mendna, to tell, lit. to cause to hear.

Verbs which add bd'a to the modified root are likewise of a causal

nature, viz :

Guchrnd, to go out of the way: guchdbd'and, to cause to go out of the

way, to put aside.

Bohdrnd, to float (intr ) : bohdbd'and, to cause to float, to float (trans.)

Sikhrnd, (Hindi) to learn : sikhdbd'ana, to cause to learn, i.e., to teach.

L. Irregular verbs.

70. The number of irregular verbs in Kurukh is very small, and their

irregularity does not consist in any deviation from the regular inflection, but

rather in verious modifications of the roots and the permutation of sounds.

The principal are

Ea'ana, to go ; kirkan, I went
;
kala go.

Hd'ond, to take away; ockan, I took away ;
ho* a, take away.

Utnd, to plough; usskan, I ploughed ; uyd, plough; uiyon,\ will plough.

Khd'ena to measure; khojkan, I measured; khoya, measure.

JDiossnd, to cut, dig ; kholtkan, I dug ; M0*sa, dig.

Poend, to rain
; possd, it rained ; poeyo, it will rain.

Niijnd, to pain ; nuncd, it pained ; /'6, it will pain.

Onnd, to drink, eat; ondkan, drank, ate; dud, drink.

M.- Defective verbs.

71. Of these be'end, to be, has been described already ;
another is

taldan, I am, with the corresponding negative verb maldan, I am not. Of

ialdan we have no other form
; what is left is only a double form for the

present tense ;
the first may be called the indefinite, the other the definite

present.
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72.

Masculine.
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Masculine. Feminine.
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N. The reciprocal auxiliary nakrna to be or to act to

one another.

74. In forming reciprocal verbs we have to add nakrna either to the

root of the verb or to its modified stem, as the case may be. The latter

takes place whenever the verb belongs to those classes which form their past

tense by taking ck or jk as tense characteristics. The conjugation is quite

regular, but it must be kept in mind that nakrna applies only to the

plural number.

Examples :

ernakrna, to look upon one another
; khebnakrna, to abuse one another ;

laucndkrna, to beat one another ; menjnakrnd, to ask one another. Nlm
endr ernakrdar, Why do you look at each other? Nlm ambd khebnakr'd

Don't abuse each other ! Arin erke dr laucnakro'dr, see to them, they will

beat each other. Ar laucnakrdlagyar, they were beating each other.

In a few instances the addition of nakrna to the root of the verb

conveys the idea that the action represented by the latter is being done in

company or with one another; thus bongnakrnd, to run away one with

another. Nakrna further denotes habit or potency : en Kuritkh kacnakrdan

I am speaking Urao or I am in the habit of speaking Urao. Kacnakrna

really means to talk with or to ono another, i.e., converse.

Along with nakrna the postposition gane with is employed, when it is

necessary to denote reciprocal action being done between two distinct parties,

e.g., metar mukkar gane laucnakrnar, the men with the women are beating
one another, i.e. the men on the one side and the women on the other are

beating each other. Metar mukkar laucnakrnar means, men and women are

beating one another (without having formed two different parties).

The reflexive pronoun tarn put into the locative case tarn nu is also

employed along with nakrna for the similar purpose as gane : metar mukkar

tarn tarn nu laucnakrnar, the men and the women are beating one another

amongst themselves, i.e., being two separate parties. Metar mukkar tarn nu

Idunar would mean that the men and the women are quarrelling between

themselves.

R.- Compound verbs.

75. There are many compound verbs in Kurukh, viz.

1 . Such as are formed by the combination of an infinitive verb with an
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uninflected noun ;
the former being conjugated regularly. They may be called

nominals, though in reality they are rather idiomatical phrases. Examples : -

Khan ekhnd, to sleep, lit. to shade or cool the eyes.

Pdb ernd, to expect, lit. to see the way.

JThekhel ernd, to spy, lit. to look towards the earth.

Ade erna, to envy, lit. to be squint-eyed.

Khattr cd'ond, to stumble, lit. to fall and to get up.

Khol kha'ana, to take on the back, to lift, to stoop.

Monjrd manna, to salute, lit. to remain in waiting.

Cokh manna, to pass bye, to go or to remain aside.

Ndri kornd, to have fever ; lit. to have a flame of fire entered in.

Ndrl ambnd, the leaving of the fever.

Sendrd becnd, to hunt, to play sporting.

Mukul Idrnd, to bow the knee, lit. to have the knee planted.

Slbd Jehdrnd, to covet, to envy.

Kira sdrnd. and umhe sdrnd, to be hungry and to be patient or content.

Other nominals are formed with the help of the verb nannd, to do
;
and

ra
f

and, to be, similar to the Hindi auxiliaries karnd and hond, e.g.

Uber nanna, to clear up, to shine (weather, sun).

Paige nannd, to clear away (jangal).

Otthdekh monnd or ra'and, to become or to be pregnant.

From among the above nominals, such as are transitives like pab ernd

require the noun or pronoun, which they govern, to be put into the genitive

case :

en urbus gahi pdb erdlakkan,! was awaiting the master. Pange, nannd

governs the accusative case.

Ndrl kornd requires the dative evgdas ge ndrl korcd, my son had fever,

lit. to my son the fever entered.

Nominals are also formed by combining the past participle with a noun

and then add an auxiliary ; e.g., amm unkd ra'and, to be thirsty ;
likewise by

adding the latter to the past participle : tarkd ra'ind, to be silent, lit. to be

cut or struck.

76. 2. Compound verbs are formed by combining two verbs, the

first givicg the general and the affixed or second the special meaning of the
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compound. The latter verb is always conjugated regularly ;
the former takes

either the stem only or the past participle, transitive or intransitive.

These compounds are divided into several classes :

A. Completives, which add khacna or cukrnd either to their root or

the modified form of the same ; e.g.

Es Khacna or cukrna \

Esa Khacna or cukrna \
to have done breaking.

Bare khacnd or cukrna ) ,

_ } to have done coming.Sard khacna or cukrnd )

The transitives of these compound verbs require the object to be in the

accusative case : en lain esd khackan, I have done breaking this ; en dsge
asman cfa khackan, I have done giving him bread.

77. B. Intensives and permissives : These are formed by adding
the verb ci'ind, to give, to the conjunctive participle of the preceding verb, or

to the modified stem of the same ;

Hebrar ci'ind, to throw away ;

Tidar ci'ind, to throw down ;

Pitar ci'md, to kill outright ;

Onar ci'ind, to eat up ; )>all these compounds
Hard cfind, to allow to come, let come;
Raid ci'ind, to let go ;

Ond ci'ind, to let eat ;

govern the accusative.

Capnd, also has an intensifying character :

Es'd capna, to break quickly; es'd cap'a/ Break quickly.
Sard capna, to come quickly; bard cap's,! Come quickly.
Kala capna, to go quickly ; kala cap'a ! Go quickly.

78. 0. Potentials and impotentials : The former are made up bythe addition of the positive ongnd, to be able
; the latter with the aid of the

negative polna, to be unable, being added to the modified stem of the verb
as kdla-ongnd, to be able to go; kdld-polnd,io be unable to go; ci'd-ongnd, to
be able to grve ; cid-polnd, to be unable to give.

79. D. Desideratives are formed by adding beddnd, to seek, and
tuknd, to desire, to the modified stem of the principal verb. Tuk*A is
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incomplete ; its present or past neuter third person singular is added to the

subjective noun or pronoun, which is placed into the dative case.

erd beddnd, er& tuknd; en dsin erdbeddan, I wish to see him ; engage Ssin

era tukt, lit. to me him to see desire is. dsin era tukiyd, I wished to see him.

80. E. The inceptive helrna is added to the modified stem of the

principal verb, viz. Er& helrnd, to begin to see
;
kala helrna, to begin to go.

F. Continuative : bendnd, is added to the modified stem of the principal

verb
; example : ds kdld-benddas, he is going continually.
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CHAPTER VII.

ADVERBS.

81. In JTurukh nouns, adjectives and adverbial participles may be

used or taken as equivalents of adverbs
;
besides which, there are a number of

words, which are exclusively used as adverbs ; e.g., as khalbu ra'as, he is

a thief ;
is klrd manjas, he has become poor ;

dr Idin akhnum dard laucar,

they beat her knowingly ;
dr khondrar kl paralagyar, having assembled,

they were singing. The adverbs, properly so called, may be divided into

four general classes : adverbs of time, of place, of manner, of affirmation

and negation. They all precede the verb which they are to qualify and

almost all may be emphasized by the suffix m or im
y
am and em respectively,

e.g., neld kdom, we will go to-morrow ;
nelam kdom, we will indeed go

to-morrow.

82. A. Adverbs of time.

Akku, indefinite ; akkun, definite, now, even now, just now.

Onghonum, at once, immediately, instantly.

Onghon, once, one day, again.

Urung, once, a moment or ungur.

Ikldm, once, one day ;
ikldm ikldm

t sometimes.

Ikld, what or which day : auld, that day, then.*

Ekd bin : a bin, when, what time : then, that time.

Gahdl, late.

Holey then, consequently.

A khanem, there and then, instantly.

Laghlem, constantly, continually.

Vila uttd and sagarkhane, daily, always.

Khanem khanem, frequently, repeatedly, again and again.

Berd berd, precisely, punctually.

Pall pdll y alternately ; (Hindi).

* lUa
t iklam, and aula, are derived from elca and ulld, what day ; and d that and ulla, that day.
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, to-day ;
innela

t now-a-days, lately ;
lit. to-day and to-morrow.

cero, yesterday ; nela, to-morrow.

Jiorborz, the day before yesterday ; nelbenjd, the day after to-morrow.

huinal, three days hence ; hahuinalt i<j\u: days hence.

mund, mund'itn, previously, before, early.

khokhd, afterwards, later on.

tdna, this year ; itingali, last year.

mune, two years ago ; dmune, three years ago.

dlrl, late (Hindi) more properly expressed by the past form of the verb

tirna, to delay ;
nm tlrkai hi barckai, you have come late, you are late.

sadau sadau, (Hindi) ever, eternally, is better expressed by hullontl hullo

gutl, from beginning to end.

A. description of how the Rurukh reckons his time will be found in the

Appendix No. VI.

83. B. Adverbs of place.

lyd, lyam, isan, isanim, hisan, here.

ay&y ayam, asan, asanim, hasan, there.

eksan, where ; eksdniiti, wherever ;
also okkho, where.*

itard, hither, this direction
;
atard and hutara, thither, that direction ;

these are compounded from the demonstratives I, this, ,
that and hu, that

there ;
and tara, direction.

bendhra'd and caugurdl, around, round about.

* pakhe, this side ;
d pakhet that side, over, across.

*nw, in this direction, this way ; dnu, in that direction, that way ; lit. in

this, in that.

kufi kufi, alongside, cokh, side.

sagro (Hindi), everywhere.

mund, chamhe, tnundbhdre, before, in front, in future.

klid&kd, after, behind, in the rear.

},eddet cdkhd, hidi, near.

gechd, gecham, far.

'ty yonder.
*
Apparently Mundari.
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ajgo, formed of a and ujgo, that straight, i.e., thither.

These latter adverbs, commencing from mund, may be called prepositive

adverbs or improper prepositions, since they are in reality prepositions or

rather postpositions.

84. C. Adverbs of manner.

samp nu, accidentally, suddenly ; also auharl.

khob, khobim (Urdu) very much.

ajgar, dher, khara, very much ; exceedingly.

kudha, ditto, ditto.

berang \

akai ditto, ditto.

bedar )

baggl, bagge, baggH, korhem, moreover, very much.

\dato and hani, namely, viz.,

rfl, nidi, dofo, rot'o, only, simply, mere.

surra, easily ; also sebr'am, and algehem.

otkha, otokh, alone, single.

onpa ontd, ond ond, ort ort, separately, one by one.

tile tile, by degrees, successively.

rase rase, slowly, by degrees.

bare kare, ditto ditto, lit. piece by piece.

dau, daudim, thaukam, well, very well, exactly, justly.

Inuho, dnuhd, nevertheless, in spite of, lit. in this, in that also.

ennem, dnnem, thus, in this manner, in that way.

ikkh'am, dlekh'am, this like, that like, this and that \?ay.

manim, uj'go, truly, verily.

sifhiyam, gratis, gratuitously.

nekho, nekho'e, endr akho'e, perhaps, perchance, probably.

85. D. Adverbs of Affirmation and Negation.

Ha'z, yes.

g&, indeed, certainly.

anti antije, of course.
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janu, of. course, no doubt ; illustration : Idi janu, this of course, there

you are.

w/, mafa^ malla, not, no.

amba, masc. ambai, fern, ambe (among females), do not, not!

arga, argl, not, not yet.

The prohibitive amba may be conjugated with the verb before which

it stands, and made to correspond with it in gender and number: as amba

or ambdas bardasnekk' d, he shall not come; dr amba or ambnar barnarnekk' a,

let them not come
;
ad amba or amban bar'anekk'a, she shall not come, don't

allow her to come.

Arga and argl are used with verbs when the action indicated by the

latter is not yet finished
;
it takes the inflectional endings of the verb when

it precedes the same ; in which case the verb takes the modified stem only ;

when, however, the genitive adverb is added to the verb, the latter is

conjugated, and the former retains its simple form ;
as when preceding :

as argas bara
t
he has not yet come ;

ad argl akha, she has not yet under-

stood; when succeeding: as arga barcas, he has not come yet; en arga

onkan, I have not yet eaten.
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CHAPTER VIII.

POSTPOSITIONS.

86. Kuru'kh postpositions, for we cannot call them prepositions, are

in reality nouns, and therefore declinable
; when required, they may appear

in the form of any of the oblique cases. Some of them, especially such as

are used as adverbs also, govern the preceding noun or pronoun and put it

into an oblique case, chiefly into the genitive, since these postpositions

are generally in the locative case ; e.g., erpd gahi camhe nu, in the front

of the house; nekhai bare nu dndai? Of whom do you speak? As Mar

gahi dpakhe keras, he went beyond the river ; Betas gahi leke, through the

king ; however, since most of the postpositions have lost their original

character as nouns, they are agglutinated to the noun or pronoun without

governing them and without taking themselves any case sign ; e.g., merkhd

meyd, on, in heaven
;
khekhel klyd, under the earth ; erpd uld, within the

house ;
cando lekhd, like the moon.

87. List of postpositions.

Mund, mundbhdre, before, in front.

Khctkhd, khofehd nu, behind, after.

Meyd, above, over, on, in.

Klyd, beneath, under, below.

Uld, within, in, inside.

Bdharl, (Hindi) without, out, outside.

JVu, in, among, in the midst of.

Madhe nu, majhl nil, (Hindi) are also used in the above sense.

Gusan, with, at the side of, near, by.

Gone, with, in company of, along with.

Bdrl, with, together ;
also : whilst, during.

Ipakhe ; a pakhe, on this side ;
on that side, over, beyond.

Adda nu, instead, in lieu
;
also ewaj'% (Urdu) nu.

Leke, by, through, by means of.
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Gustt, gmtlle, from, by means of, away from.

Tile, tfile, from by, through.

Outi, till, until, up to.

Tara, towards, in the direction of.

Birdo, birdo nu, opposite, against, contrary to.

Bare, bare nu, bdbat (Urdu) with regard, concerning, about.

Khattrl, (Urdu) for, on account of.

Qadde, (more idiomatical) for, on account of.

Qe, ige, ennege, luge, duge, because, for the sake of, on behalf of,

on account of, for the purpose of, by reason of ; mge, auge, are composed

of *, this, a, that, e5, much and ge, for : hence lit. this and that much for.

Begar and chord'eke are both used for "
except, without."

However, a more genuine Kurukh way of expressing this idea is by

employing the verb ambnti, to leave, in its past participle form
; e.g., idin

ambar ki urmin hod, except this take away everything.

Lekha, like, similar.

88. Elliptical Fentences : of these the following may be mentioned in

connection with adverbs : endr akho'e, ne akho, nekho, for " who knows ?
"

Endr nano'e, endr nanon, for "what's to be done? "

Endr nanta'adai, for
" what are you going to do ?

"

Eka gufi maid a gutz, unless : ekd gutl mandar mala ono'e, a gufl kore

mala mano'e, unless you take medicine, you will not improve in health.

Anuho mala, nevertheless : enpiskan dnu h% maid kirkai, in spite of my
order you did not go.
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CHAPTEE IX.

CONJUNCTIONS.
A. Remarks.

89. In the list of conjunctions given below, those have been omitted

which are made use of by people who have much intercourse with Hindus,

viz., the Hindi ki, that ; to, then ; jab je, if etc. Their application in I&irukh

is, to say the least, quite superfluous and certainly not idiomatic
; thus, for

example, the phrase :
" he did not believe that his son ran away," should not

be rendered : as mala patocas ki tanghai khaddas bongas : but tangdas bongos,

as mala pattdcas. In the same way the Hindi aur, and, need not be employed
at all, since Kurukh has its equivalents for the same : moreover in this

language conjunctions which bind two sentences are not so freely used as

in some other languages, the Kurukh preferring rather the use of con-

junctive participles ; for example, the sentence : he was beaten and died,

should not be rendered as lauras aur kecas; but should rather be as lauras

ki kecas or lauras dard kecas.

90. B. List of conjunctions.

Ard, anti, dard, and.

Mundd, backan, pake, but, however.

Anti, antile, khane, then.

Td, gd, hole, then, hence.

Kd, or and malt a, or.

Dard, tio, also.

Dura and dura, the same.

.Ho, dnutio, even, even if, yet, nevertheless.

Mak'le, if not then.

Iddto, namely, viz.

Auge, ige, dutl, on account of, because : autl is composed of a, that

and ed, much, and tl, from : that much froau

Mnnege, Ige, cadde, therefore, hence.

Onghon, again, then, moreover.

Akhd, org'd, as if, as it were, virtually, suppose.
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CHAPTER X.

NUMERALS.

91. The Kurukb language has four couples of original numbers,

four for rational and four for irrational beings ; these are Dravidian, but the

remainder of the numerals are apparently borrowed from Hindi.

92. The Cardinals are:

Ort, indef. maso. or fem. ,
one ; ortos def. masc. only.

Irb, , two ; irbar, def. masc. and fern.

Nub, ft ,, , three ; nubar, def.

Naibt ,
four

; naibar, def.

Ond and ontd, neuter, one.

End, neuter, two.

Mund three.

Nakk four.

EXAMPLES : Ort &las barcas, one man came ;
ort all bared, one woman

came ;
irb kuko khaddar barcar, two boys came ; nub metar barcar, three men

came ;
naib mukkar barcar, four women came. Ond adda nii, in one place.

Onpd fakrd, one tiger.

93. Declension of masc. and fern, numerals.

2T. ort or ortos, one ; irb, two.

(?, ort or ortos gahi, of one : irbargahi, of two.

D. ort or ortos get to one
; irbar ge, to two.

A. ort or ort'sin, one
; irbarin, two.

A. ort or ortos tlt from one ;
irbar tl, from two.

L. ort or ortos nu, in one ; irbar nu
t

in two.
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N.
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3. Distributives are formed also by repeating the numeral, as dr ort ort

Jcorcar, they entered one, one, i.e., one by one
;

as ontan ontan mankhyas, he

let in one, one, i.e., one by one.

4. By putting the repeated numeral into the ablative case we get

another distributive form, viz., dr nub nub tl barcar, they came from, i.e. by
threes.

5. The English distributive ordinals,
"
every second,"

"
every third" are

rendered in Kurukh : irb nu ort, mund nu onto, ; lit. in two one, in three one ;

ul mund nu ondul, every third day; lit. in three days one day.

96. Proportional numbers are formed by compounding the prefix pdr
with the numeral ; e.g., pdrend, two times

; pdimund, three times. The

adverbial numeral "
twofold," "threefold" are taken from Hindi, i.e., duhard,

tlhard, etc. From five upwards bharl,
"
times," is added, which stands both

for
" times" and "

fold;" panche bhari, etc., five times, fivefold.

97. The Kurukh ordinals are formed only from the neuter cardinals,

by adding antd, nta or ta, meaning
"
of

"
or

"
belonging to." It must be

noted, however, that the first ordinal is formed irregularly, it being not

ondantd or ondtd, but mund'td and mundanta, the first
;

the second then is

endanta or tndta; the third, mundantd or mundtd ; the fourth, ndkhanid or

nakhtd. William the Third is William mundtas, def . William the First :

William mundtas. Greorge the Fourth : George ndkhtas; the second endtas;

but " the first man " would be : mundtd aids. All the rest of Ordinals are

formed in the same way, by adding nta or td to the Kurukhized Hindi

numeral.

98. Complete list of Cardinal and Ordinal numerals from
one to one hundred.

Cardinals. Ordinals,

ond one. . mundtS first.

end two. endta second.

mund three. mundta third.

naTch four. nakhtd fourth.

pance five. panta fifth.

oye six. so eta sixth.

seven. saetd seventh.

eight. akhtd eighth.
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Cardinals.
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Cardinals. Ordinals.

nakhdo'e sdye
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Cardinals. Ordinals,

dkhdoyend pance
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CHAPTEE XI.

100. INTERJECTIONS.

ayd, mother ! \

ana bang, father ! > Expression of grief, surprise and joy
andot mother !

'

e, ana, anai, ane vocatives, !

oh re / oh re ayo ! expressive of pain and distress.

hSdt, be gone ! be off !

guchr'a, guchr'ai ! (fern.) get away !

chachem, hush ; silence ! shut up !

guca ! come along !

onda, take !

huru, enough ! It's done.

lauckan, I have done, finished, won ; lauckat, etc.

thu, thu ! Fie ! fie ! expressive of disgust.

khea, die !

pota, are pota! expression of contempt.

bhokho ! fool !

erke, take heed ! take care ! beware !

bhart, let's pause ! stop !

anti, anti jet of course, no doubt.

janu gel bar*get barajanu! dear, come dear.

thaukam, bravo ! well said ! well done !
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PAItf? II.

CHAPTEE XII.

SYNTAX.

A. On the Dravidian characteristics in the Eurukh

grammar.

101. The principal characteristics of the Dravidian languages are,

according to Dr. Caldwell, the following. They are in the first place agglu-

tinative. This characteristic is found in XTuruM', which expresses grammatical

relations by means of affixed words, which maintain throughout their

original character. The Dravidian noun has only one declension. This

is just the case of the Eurukh noun. The Kurukh also divides his nouns

into rational and irrational, the latter being neuter, whether they be animate

or inanimate. The plural for masculine and feminine nouns is identical, and

the neuter noun has, strictly speaking, no plural. As in Dravidian

languages, so in JZurukh, the personal pronoun, plural number, has a collective

plural besides, which includes the* first and second person. The endings of

the inflected noun are nothing but personal pronouns added to them. The

nominative singular has no case sign, and those of the oblique cases are

added to it or to the modified stem without any connecting link whatever.

Adjectives in JTurukh as in all Dravidian languages are mere nouns of relation

or quality, which are prefixed to the substantive without alteration. The

comparison of adjectives is formed in a true Dravidian style, by placing the

adjective to be compared in the nominative and the noun or pronoun with

which it is compared in the ablative case. The Kwukh has no relative

pronoun, and no third person personal pronoun, a very characteristic

Dravidian feature.

102. The structure of the Kurttkh verb is like that of all Dravidian

verbs agglutinative : first the root, then the voice characteristic or causation

particle, after this the tense characteristic, and finally the pronominal

ending, denoting person, gender and number. The Kurukh verb has but

one conjugation, like its sisters of the Dravidian family, and forms like these

appellative verbs or nouns which are used and conjugated as verbs.
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B.- On the formation of Sentences.

103. In Kurukh all sentences commence with the nominative or

subject and end with the verb: jokhas tSkhdas, the servant sows. The adjec-

tive precedes the substantive : kohd jdkhas cdkhdlagdas, the great servant is

sowing. The adverb precedes the verb : kohd jokhas pairini cakhalagdas

the great servant is sowing early (in the morning).
%

The object takes its place before the verb and adverb respectively :

kohd jokhas khessan pairim cakhalagdas^ the great servant is sowing rice

early in the morning.

The qualifying noun of the subject precedes the latter, also that of

the object: gollas gahi kohd jokhas tanghai urbas gahi khal nu khessan pairim

cakhdlagdas, the great servant of the landlord is sowing rice early in the

field of his master.

The reflexive pronoun follows the noun for which it stands, as seen

from the above example.

The numeral precedes the noun and adjective which it qualifies : irb

jtikhar, two servants.

Postpositions follow the noun which they govern : gollas gahl irb

jokhar tamhai urbas gahl khal nu khdr gahi apakhe khessan pairim cakhdlaynar.

Two great servants of the landlord are sowing rice in the field of their

master across the river early in the morning.

Participles precede the verb they qualify: gollas gahi irb kohd jokhar

tamhai urbas gahi khal ntt khdr gahi apakhe ercrnutim pairim khessan

cSkhdlagnar. Two great servants of the landlord perspiring are sowing rice

early in the field of their master beyond the river.

Imperative sentences follow the same syntactic rules, viz. ana hard mm
irb kdhdjokharo nimhai urbas gahi khal nu khessan pairim cakh'd, O ye two

great servants sow early rice in the field of your master !

Interrogative sentences follow the same rules ;
the qualifying interro-

gative pronoun preceding the nominative or subject of the sentence : en<lr

nlm irb kohd jfikharo nimhai urbas gahi khal nu khessan cakhdlagdar? What

ye two great servants, are you sowing rice in the field of your master ?
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In relative sentences we find the same rales being observed, the relative

being put at the head of the first clause and the correlative in the second.

Ek'am koha jokhas tanghai Urbas gahi khal nu khcssan cakhalagyas dsin

ayam nerr parmiya, the great servant who was sowing rice in the field of

his master was bitten there by a snake.

From the above it will be seen that when a sentence contains one or

more clauses, the nominative always takes the first place and the all govern,

ing finite verb the last.
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CHAPTEB XIII.

ON THE NOUN.

A. Gender and number.

104. God, spirits and men being only capable of sexual distinction,

according to the conception of the Eurukh, by far the largest number of

his nouns are neuter. Even in animate objects he generally does not make

any distinction as to gender and speaks of a tiger or tigress as if they were

neuter. The godhead, i.e., the supreme or good spirit, is supposed by the

Kurukh to be of the female sex, and it is only the Christian, who by simply

adding the definitizing as turns the feminine word Dharme into the mascu-

line Dharmes. It has been said that Dharme is of Hindi origin ; however,

this is not the case ;
it is rather a pure Scythian word and means Maker

or Creator, and is therefore a very suitable term for God.

The fact that the Urao in speaking about or addressing women makes use

of the masculine form of the plural is very peculiar, and no doubt points to

the position of equality women hold among these otherwise backward people.

Neuter objects being incapable of being divided into male and female

according to the notions of the RuruM, he considers consequently even a

plurality of them as being a unit, a whole, a mass, and therefore speaks

about a plurality of neuter objects as if it were a single one.

It is only when it is desired to mark the idea of plurality in neuter

nouns that the neutral plural sign guthi is added. The original meaning
of this suffix is gota, whole or gohondd, a number, a multitude.

105. The Kurukh abstract noun may be used as an adjective, verb,

adverb or postposition : Jcheso, blood ; kheso, red
;

kheso lekhd, reddish
;

mecha, high; media, hight; mecha nu
t on the night; en mechan, I am high.

B.~ Case.

106. The nominative is not provided with a case sign in Kunikh.

It is generally identical with the base of the oblique cases, the signs of

which are simply added to the nominative, excepting some pronouns, which

add the case sign to the modified stem and not to the nominative.
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The subject of the sentence, whatever it may be, noun, pronoun, etc.,

must always stand ia the nominative case. This case is frequently

employed where one would expect the accusative or a postposition, e.g.,

en erpd kaadan, I am going home. When two substantives are placed

together, the one qualifying the other, both stand in the nominative : Somra

naigas, Somra the priest ;
Kdslndth gotfas, Kasmath the landlord. The same

rule applies to the name of countries, towns and rivers, etc., in which

the Kurukh -also, unlike the English, does not use the genitive, but the

nominative, being the apposition to the proper noun: Bildyat raj'i, the

country of Europe; Kurkhi padda, the village of Kurgi; Koel khar, the

Koel river.

107. The genitive case presents some difficulty to the student, because it

is frequently employed where we would expect another case and vice versd, is

not used where we would expect it
; e.g., he is deaf on one ear, must be

rendered: as gahi ond khebda mat minri'z or as ontd khebda gahi sonde ra'as.

On the contrary: "they fled from the fear of the tiger
"

would not be idio-

matically translated by: Ar lakrd gahi ikkd or eknd tl bongar, because this

would not denote the fear which the tiger inspired, but their own fear; there-

fore, this sentence ought to be constructed ar lakran ikyar dard bongar.

The use of the genitive in Kurukh is rather restricted to the idea of

possession. When local connection is to be denoted, the possessive case sign
antd is used instead of gahi : paddantd pdb, the road of the village. Age also

is expressed by this possessive and not by the genitive : as ndkh cdnantd or

can ndkh manjas, he is four years of age.

108. The genitive is employed also to signify the material out of which

something is made: kank gahi erpd, a house of wood, ?'.<?.,
a wooden house; but

the former may also be used objectively ;
kank crpa, having the same meaning.

The price at which something is bought stands in the genitive case :

tnund takd gahi or takd rnund tlkhil, three Rupis rice
; measure is applied

without the genitive or any case sign, udduend tikhil, two man rice.

In nouns signifying relatives, the genitive case sign is dropped and the

noun compounded with the base of the pronoun : e.g., enghai : my ; but to say

enghai das, my son, would be wrong ;
it should be engdas, my son. We may

say as gahi khai, his wife; but tang khai would be more appropriate and
idiomatical. In the words: my father, my mother, a further exception is
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made with regard to the genitive case ; for not only is the case sign dropped,
but instead of the stem of the pronoun preceding the noun, it is made to

succeed it: bd, father, eng (oblique base of the pronoun I), compounded
becomes bang, my father

; ayo, mother, combined with eng, base of the genitive

enghai, becomes ayang, my mother. This exceptional rendering, however, is

quite a familiar phenomenon in the Scythian languages : according to

Dr. Caldwell's grammar, the Hungarian also says: father mine, master

mine, etc. "My master" in Hungarian is warn ; from ur, Master and em

or am, my.

109. The dative. This case is often used where we would expect the

accusative or genitive case ; e.g.,
"
let us confess our faults

"
is not construed

with the genitive, but with the dative, when it is intended to denote

severalty: nam tanga tangd akkdbalkan terigro'dt ; lit. we to us, to us, i.e., our

the faults will confess; however, when it is the object to signify universality,

tamhai will be employed instead of tanga.
" I have "

is construed not with

the accusative as in English, but by the dative : I have no money, efiga or engd

ge dhibd mall, lit. to me no money is ; but " I have money
" would be better

construed with the genitive : enghai dhibd ra'l.
" He went to his village

"

would not be construed with the dative, but either with the nominative or

the locative : as tanghgi paddd or paddd nu keras. The dative in Kurukh

does rather not denote direction, but purpose and also necessity : as khendd or

khendd ge ka'adas, he is going to buy ;
kicrl engage car ra'i, I am in need of

clothing. In other respects the dative is used in the same way as it is in

English ; e.g., I gave to him, en as ge cickan.

The dative is also used sometimes in a locative sense for guti, till, until
;

example : dr gahi onar bard ge nam isdnim ok'dt, lit. until their having eaten

to come let us sit here.,

110. The accusative. This objective case is used for the nearer as

well as for the remote object of a sentence : En dsin laRran pita ge dnkan

I told him (accusat.) to kill the tiger. From the preceding example it will

be also observed that verbs signifying telling (speaking, saying) require the

noun to be in the accusative case. So it is with permissive verbs
; e.g., let

him go dsin kdld cfd.

111. The ablative and instrumental. As in other Dravidian langu-

ages so in Kurulth the case signs of the ablative and instrumental case are
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identical ; tl or in or tru and nil or anil are used for either of them. When-

over the idea of place is denoted tt
t etc., is the ablative, and when instrument-

ality is to be signified it is the sign of the instrumental. A parallel may be

found in the English : by, which also has the double meaning of with and by

or through, and is therefore of an ablative and instrumental character.

Examples : dr Rdncintl barcar, they have come from Eanchi. Nln ikiyantl

barckai, where did you come from ? And i erpd khaj tl kamrkl ra'i, this

house is made of clay. As fandtd manjkd tl klrd manjas, he has been im-

poverished by laziness. Still more distinct instrumental case signs are tru

and title : as Mra tru keccas, he died from (through) starvation. Engage

gollas tule khakhra, I got it through the landlord. Conhd tule, through love.

Gustile is another ablative case sign : nam as gustlle ho'ot, let us take from

him.

Origin and authorship is likewise expressed by the ablative case. A
kukkos ddigahi khekhd tl ra'as, that boy is of her hands, i.e. born from her.

Man pddan t\ urkhi, the tree comes forth from the root. Also time is

denoted by this case: a beran tl baggl ulla manjd, it is a long time

since.

The instrumental may be expressed by the adverb tike, through, which

goyerns the genitive case : khekhel ankd gahi leke kamrkl ra'f, the world has

been created by the word.

112. The locative is applied when place, time or condition is

expressed : torang nu lakra ra'z, there is a tiger in the jangal ;
ekd can nu

kundrkai? In what year have you been born? sastl nu gam mokhu ra'd, be

patient in distress. Direction also is expressed by this case : as donga nu

argyas, he stepped into the boat. By nu also comparison is indicated :

mekkho nu mankhd kohd ra'i, among cattle the buffalo is the biggest. Nu
is rather not a case sign, but a postposition, in lieu of which consequently

similar postpositions are employed in the locative case: especially, gusan,

with and gane, by.
" He is not with us

" As nam gusan malkas ; and ad metar gane kerd, she

went with the men. Menyd, on, and ktyd, under, are also frequently in use for

the locative case sign. From the combination of the ablative sign tl with the

sign of tha ablative nu and gusan we get what might be termed a double
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locative : nutl, nutim, from in'; yustl and gmtile, from with
; example as nutim

from out of him; as gustl or yustile, from with him.

113. The vocative. This case having been explained already in the

etymological part, an explanation is only required for the vocative interjec-

tion e which might be supposed to have been derived from Hindi or

Hindustani he or ai. This is, however, not the case, e being a genuine old

Dravidian form of the vocative interjection. Its companion ana is probably

a natural sound according to the consensus gentium : ana bang, O father or

rather : my father ! Its counterpart for a plurality addressed is hard ; this

is apparently derived from ar
t they, the plural ending and the vocative case

sign o : bara hard, come ye ! In Kurukh the noun being capable of con-

jugation : Urban, I am a master, or I master
; Urbai, thou art a master, or

thou master
; Urbaro, you are masters or you masters : the form of the

second person of such a conjugated noun may also be used as a vocative,

without e or ana or hard being necessarily prefixed: Urbai, Lord, the same

as Ifrbayo or e Urbdyd. Vrbaro, O Masters, the same as e Urbard or ana

Drbard. With regard to hard it must be noted that its use is rather

restricted in calling equals and inferiors and is not applied when addressing

superiors. The plural baggar is also used in an appellative sense : ndm ddda

baggat ; em dada baggam, we elder brothers.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE ARTICLE AND ADJECTIVE,

the article.

114. There is no word in Kurukh which might correspond to the

English a, an, the. The context only enables one to determine whether the

noun is definite or indefinite. It must bo remembered, however, that by

affixing as or s to the indefinite noun singular it becomes always definite, this

s or as, he, having therefore the force of the definite article : a/, a man
; atas,

the man : kuko, a boy ; kukos, the boy. The plural is made definite by pre-

fixing ibrdj these, and abrd, those, to the noun in a demonstrative manner :

ibrd alar and abrd alar, these and those men. The place of the indefinite

article may be supplied by the use of the numeral ort and ond or ontd, one,

the former for masculine and feminine, the latter for neuter nouns, at the

beginning of sentences. In the same manner the indefinite pronoun mk'im

is used in the sense of an indefinite article for the masculine and feminine

gender and indr'im for neuter substantives
;
etiam may be used in the same

way for all genders : ort alas barcas, a man came, lit. one man came : ondul,

one day, a certain time, etc. fflk'tm dl bare ki ra'acd, a man (some one) had

come; incl^im did ra'acd, ddin neho baldlagyd, there was a thing, which no one

knew ; ek'dm bhokho ra'acas, there was a fool
;
ek'dm ulld nu enne manjd, it

happened some day. When it is desirable to express definiteness, the Kurukh

uses the interrogative ekd and the demonstrative pronoun, placing them in

a correlative position : Ek'dm alas barcas dsin mefcha, call the man who came.

Ekd pumpan biddkai ddin ondr'd, bring the flower you have found.

B. On the adjective.

115. Adjectives being in reality nouns can be declined, as has been

shown already in the etymology. They serve as verbs as well : Id puddo, this

will be too short, akkun u'chya, it has become dark
; and they may be turned
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also into appellative verbs and thus be conjugated: en kohan, I am great or

rather the great.

Nm kohai, thou art great or the great.

As kohas, he is great or the great.

Em koham, we are great or the great ones.

Em pdpham, we are sinners.

Nlm maldduhar, you are wicked.

As landias, he is an idler (idle one).

Ar malkorer, they are unhealthy (people).

116. When the adjective qualifies the action of a noun, the latter

requires to be in the locative case : as tanghai nalakh nu landid ra'as, he ia lazy

in his work. In comparison the adjective requires the ablative, as engan tl kohd

ra'adas, he is greater than I
; lit, from me he is great ;

a paddd lyan ti eo

gcchd ra'i .
? how far is that village from here ? Adjectives denoting qualities

in persons or things also put the substantive in the locative case : jid nu sanni,

humble in mind.

When an adjective or a word used adjectively qualifies more than one

noun of different number and gender, the verb is made to agree with the

final noun. Ingyo embd ard khadd kharrd pdhl barcar, my parents and

children have come on a visit
; khdpur ara mekkho urmi gundl erpd nu korcd,

the cowherds and all the cattle have entered the cowshed.

117. All adjectives conveying the idea of superlatives govern the

ablative case : paddd isan tl gechd rtfi, that village is far from here
;
also

those which express fulness : art amm tl nindkl ra't, the pot is full of

water.

It must be noted that in Kurukh the verb is often applied where we

would use the adjective combined with an auxiliary verb
; e.g., I am tired

from walking, eknd tl khardkan.

Some adjectives govern the genitive : as tambas gahi conhd khaddas

taldas, he is the beloved son of his father.
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CHAPTEE XV.

ON THE PRONOUN.

118. Kurukhh&s no honorific pronoun; all persons are addressed with

nzn, thou
; except that the word saiha is sometimes used in a honorific sense

;

for example, in connection with the imperative, bar'a saiha,loQ pleased to come

or come in, Sir.

119. If the possessive pronoun is repeated, severalty is expressed there-

by ;
ar tariga tariga paddd kiryar, they returned to their respective villages.

120. There is a peculiar way of connecting the possessive pronoun
with the words for parents, children and other relatives, which will be seen

from the following list :

embas, my or our father. Plur.

nimbas, thy -or your

nambasj my and thy or our and your father.

tambas, his and their father.

ingl/o, my mother.

engdas, my son.

engda, my daughter.

enydadas, my elder brother.

irigris, my younger brother.

engdai, my elder sister.

ingdly my younger sister.

engnasgo, my elder brother's wife.

khadro, younger brother's wife
;
used only in addressing her.

ba&alas, husband's elder brother.

bde'atij sister.

erkhoB
t ,, younger brother.

erhho, sister.

ekhlagos, elder brother's son.

ekhlago, daughter.

engjaunkhaddis, my son-in-law.

engskheddo, my daughter-in-law.

embd baggar.

nimba baggar.

nambd baggar.

tamba baggar.

irigyo baggar.

engdar & erigda baggar.

engdd baggar.

engddda baggar.

irigri baggar.

engdai baggar.

tigdl baggar.
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All other terms for relationship are taken from Hindi, as-^

engbaras, my elder (paternal) uncle.

engkakas, my younger (paternal) uncle.

engmdmus, my elder (and younger) uncle (maternal).

evgtdcl, my elder (and younger) aunt (paternal).

engmusi, my (maternal) aunt.

When emphasis is intended the full form of the pronoun is prefixed to

these compounds, viz., enghai embas, my father, ninghai ningris, thy younger

brother, dsgahi tangyo, his mother.

The reason of this curious combination of the possessive pronoun with

the names of relatives is apparently to shew respect or familiarity to them.

121. The personal pronoun is often omitted in conversation or relation,

when the drift of the sentence or the inflectional endings of the verb leave no

doubt as to the person, number and gender of the substantive ; especially

in replying to interrogative sentences is the pronoun omitted : nln bujhrkai ?

Did you understand ? Bujhrkan,
"
understood," will be the reply. Also in

questioning, e.g., eksan kao'e ? Where will you go to ? the pronoun mn is left

out here, because the ending of the verb clearly shews what is meant.

Rancin tl barckam kl mandl ondkam dara cutkarn. After we had come from

Ranchi, we took our meals and went to bed. In this sentence no pronoun

is employed.
122. The KuruKh language being devoid of relative pronouns, forms

its relative sentences in the following particular ways, viz :

(a) By allowing the demonstrative pronoun to take up the connection

with that clause of the sentence which would require the

relative pronoun ; e.g., en cero irkan a naigas innd kiryas, the

priest whom I saw yesterday has returned to-day; lit. I

yesterday saw that priest to-day came again.

(6) By employing adjective particles with the subject, the relative

sense is likewise idiomatically expressed : Ning lekhd landid

lassidrin mala uidan, I do not employ laborers, who are so idle

as you are ; lit. thee like lazy laborers not I employ.

(0)
More frequently, however, the relative sentence is constructed by

applying the present or past participle or the infinitive form
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of the adjectival verb to the subject of the sentence : Eancl

nu kitndrka khaddas Isim tatdcts, the boy who was born at

Ranci is this one; lit. the in Eanchi having been born

boy is this one. Urbas baru ra'acas endr hvsim taldas ?

What, is that one the Saheb who was to come? lit. The

Saheb a comer was, what that one is ? Cep pdena rcfacd ad

mala possa, the rain which was about to come, did not come ;

lit. rain to rain was, that not rained.

(d) By far the most preferred manner to form a relative sentence is

by employing an indefinite pronoun for the relative and adding

a demonstrative as correlative
; e.g., ek'dm alas barckas ra'cas

asin Irkar ? Did you see that man who had come ? lit. What
man had come him you saw? Eka utta nlm atti onor a ulla

nu kheor, on what day you will eat of it, you will die.

Endran nlm ntor ailin nima gt ci'on, whatever you will ask,

that I will give you.
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CHAPTER XVI.

ON THE VERB.

123. The verb always must agree with the gender, number and

person of the nominative or subject.

On moods. In Kurukh the indicative, i.e., the mood of objective

declaration, is frequently employed where in English we would use the

conjunctive, e.g.,
" The king passed an order, that the hunters should

return. On their arrival he inquired from them whether they had tracked

the tiger, and when they had replied in the negative, he dismissed them to

their villages." This passage would run in Kurukh literally.
" The king to

the hunters : return ! saying, ordered. They arrived ;
then : tiger have you

tracked ? saying, asked them. They said : we did not see. Then the king

to them: to your villages go ! saying, dismissed. Belas sendrd becurin kirra

Ideas dard pesas. AT firsyar, khane lakran Irkar Ideas kt arin menjas. Ar
bdcar : mala Irkam. Antile belas arin tangd taf/yd paddd kald dnyas ki taiyas.

124. With regard to the infinitive mood, it must be kept in mind

that its use is very limited, because in Kurukh it does not serve as in English

the purpose of qualification; e.g., he is able to write, would not be rendered

by the infinitive, but by compounding the verb to write and to be able, adding

the inflected form of the latter to the modified stem of the former : as tudd

ongdas, he is able to write. " I wish to work," is another example. Here

again the infinitive is not to be employed, but the two verbs are to be

compounded in the manner described above: En nalakh nand beddan.

On the other hand the infinitive is used in Urao where we would discard

it
; e.g., nimage kefand car mal ra'acd, you ought not to have gone. The

reason is that whenever the infinitive is combined with the auxiliary ret?and,

to remain or manna, to become, the idea of obligation or necessity is brought

out, which is expressed by putting the principal verb in the infinitive mood,

adding the inflected auxiliary and by placing the subject of the sentence in

the dative case : Engage ka'and mano ; lit : to me to go will be, i.e. I will

have to go. Ningage barnd car ra'acd, lit. to you to come necessity was, i.e. ;

you ought to have come.
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125. The participle frequently serves as a substitute for the relative

pronoun and conjunctions as has been explained already, the former being

entirely wanting in Kurukh, and the use of the latter being limited.

The present participle signifying duration of a secondary action, whilst

the principal action is going on, it may be therefore rendered by the English

whilst or during ; e.g., enghai ra'acka num as mala bards, whilst I am present

he will not come or during my presence he will not come. " Whilst
"

is also

expressed by: ban, time: as ondkd ban Ithatras, whilst eating he fell. To

emphasize duration of a secondary action the present participle is repeated :

as cikh clkh num laralagyas, he came crying crying, i.e., whilst even crying

he was coming.

The past participle is employed most extensively for the purpose of

combining different clauses of a sentence, since copula are avoided in

Kurukh as much as possible ; e.g., when he had thus spoken, he died : enne

bdcas kl keccas, thus having said died. I have lost the money, which I had

earned, enghai arjacka dhiban ebeskan, my earned money I lost.

The adverbial participle sometimes expresses custom or habit, if used

in an indefinite sense : dr khekhan nora khanem mandl dnnar, they are

accustomed to eat having washed their hands.

The past participle is also used in the sense of the noun of agency :

as irkd menjkd alas ra'as, lit. he is a having seen and heard man, i.e.,

witness. Enghai urkhka addd, lit. my having come out place, i.e., the place

which I left.

126. As to tenses the indefinite as in other languages denotes an action

which is continuous : addo bussun mokhi, the ox eats straw
;
the present

definite signifies the action as being really performed in the present : addo

bussun mdkhali or mokhdhtgi, the ox is eating straw.

The past tense implies that the action is finished : addo bussun mokkhd,

the ox ate the straw. The imperfect denotes that the action was going on

in the past, in dependency of another action : addo lussun nokhdlagyd, the

ox was eating straw (when etc.).

The perfect represents the action as independently and fully com-

pleted : addo mokkhi ll'l or mokkhi ra'i, the ox has eaten the straw. The

pluperfect indicates that the action had been already completed, when
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another action was going on : addo bussun mokkhi ra'acd, the ox had eaten

the straw (when etc.).

127. About the use of the future tense the Urao is rather particular ;

he never makes use of the present definite as in English is done, when
the future is meant

; example"! am going home (this year)." For expressing

this sentence the Urao is obliged to employ the future, lest it be understood

that he was already in the action of going. He will say therefore : en idn&

erpd kdon : I shall or will go home (this year). Consequently all questions

or affirmations, etc., regarding capability or willingness are not expressed as

is often done in English by the present, but by the future tense : Are you
able to go to Rand ? therefore must not be rendered by : nln Rdiki

kdldongdai, but by kdtdonyo'e ? And the reply will never be: or,ydan or kadan,

but onyon, kdlon or kdon.

The past future again is employed in the usual manner, denoting an

action, which will have obtained completeness when another action upon
which it depends will have been performed : addo bussun mokh khaco, the ox

will have eaten up the straw (when etc.).

128. The verb ka'and is frequently added to the inflected verb as an

auxiliary, and its conjugation is made to agree with the principal verb.

This custom apparently has been adopted from the Hindi grammar, in which

jana is an auxiliary verb employed in intransitive and passive verbs ; e.g.,

ad keccd kerd, she died ;
kerd being the past tense of ka'and ; nln klrd

mano'e kdo'e, you will become poor. Ar urb manjkar ka'anar, they are

becoming richer ;
en saungid manon kaon, I will grow strong.

129. As in Hindi so in Kurukh neuter verbs or those having a passive

sense, such as mannd, to become, and bd'arna, to be called, require a noun in

the nominative case to complete the predicate, dd Gollas gahi khai man/a,

she has become the wife of the landlord. Ar Dharmes gahi khaddar

baaro'or^ they will be called children of God.

130. On cases. Active verbs generally govern the accusative case :

to beat, to eat, to speak, to feed, to clothe, eto. The dative is governed by

verbs indicating giving or necessity when combined with the auxiliaries to

remain or to become.

The ablative is used with nouns signifying separation, instrumentality,

origin and words such as coming, going, passing, by way of: a dahere
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tl or enghai erpa tl kald, go passing that road, or by \vay of my house.

The locative is frequently used with verbs denoting motion, direction, com-

pany, etc.

Kurukh causal verbs as a rule govern the accusative case, even

if construed with more than one object. Oollas tanghai jokhasin manan

tartacas, the landlord caused his servant to cut the tree. The causal form of

the verb is sometimes idiomatically used for denoting the time or duration of

an action: ndm bijta'd becot or bij'imta'a becot, let us play (dance) until dawn.

131. There is a number of verbs which are used idiomatically, of

which the following are some examples :

Ondrnd, to bring : jia nu ondr'd, take to heart !

Jian sajnd, to attent, pay attention ; lit. to throw the heart (into some-

thing).

Urkhna, to come out
; having also the meaning of "to turn out to be'*

as mal saungiyd urkhas, he turned out to be weak.

Codnd, to lift, take up; ohma (honor) codnd, to seek honor: as tanghai

ohmd cod'das, he is ambitious. Mela codnd, to convene, to arrange

for a gathering.

Ujnd, to live ;
al ujnd, to remarry : ad dl ujd herd, lit. she man-lived,

said of a widow, who has remarried.

Barndj to come : engage ydt mala bar'l, or jia nu mala bar'z, I can't

remember.

Ci'ind, to give : as maid ci'inum ci'idas, he gives unwillingly lit. he not

giving gives.

Mokhnd, to eat : as gam mokhus ra'as, he is forbearing.

Onnd, to drink : cuttd onnd, to smoke, lit. drink a cigar.

Banna : this Hindi verb is frequently used by Uraos in lieu of manna

to become : bancd, finished
; band, this will do.

Lau'nd, to beat ;
also means to conquer, finish, accomplish, to win.

Jia ci'ind, to encourage, lit. to give soul.

Lage ! from the Hindi lagnd, to touch, to be applied, is often used like

an interjection for encouragement : Come on ! Go on ! Forward !

132. There is a strange way, in Kurukh, of emphasizing an action in

the negative, i.e., by putting the modified root of the verb before its inflected
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form : as cia mal ci'idas : lit. giving he does not give ; era ho mala ernar, seeing

they do not see. Ndrl amba hd mala ambl, the fever leaving does not

leave. Also : en ong'am $oldan : lit. I the to can, I not can, i.e., I am entirely

unable.

133. Defective verbs. There is another form for taldan, taken from

the Gawarl, hoek or hek.

i.e.) hekdant
I am.

Sing. masc. hekdai, thou art. Plural : hekdam, we are.

hekdat, we and you are.

hekdaSj he is. hekdar, you are.

heknar, they are.

fern. heVen, I am. hek'em, we are.

hekdat, we and you are.

hekdi, thou art. hekdai, you are.

j, hek'i, she, it is. heknai, they are.

There is no other tense of this verb besides the ajbove indefinite present.
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CHAPTEE XVII.

ON THE ADVERB.

134. Adverbs admit of declension or of being used instead of noung :

ikiyantl barckai, where did you come from ? ikdnu kdon, which way shall I go ?

From some adverbs nouns may be derived; e.g., meya, on, above:

maita, height, top; lilya, below, under : klta, depth.

Care must be taken not to use "
till,"

" until" as they are used in English.

It would be worse even to use them as the Hindi language does, viz., as

a kind of relative and correlative. One hears such phrases as ekd gu$l mala

bar'on, a guti ayam ra'ake, remain there till I come
(
Jab lo mat na aa, tab fi>

wahtirati), but this is contrary to the idiom of the Kurtikh language, in which

this sentence must be expressed by argd and gutl : enghai argl barna gufi ayam
retake ; lit. until my not yet to come remain there. Sentences of interroga-

tion are idiomatically followed by kd mala or not : endr, injon khendo'e ka mala ?

What, will you buy fish or not? Lekhd, like, is frequently added to the

stem of the pronoun and not to its full inflected form ; e.g., do not say :

enghai or ninghai lekha, like myself, like you; but englekha and nivglekha.

The emphatic particles: im, am, dim, hd, pahe are not mere emphatics,

but real adverbs and may be best translated by such words as: "above all,"

"even," "no doubt," "well"; paht,})y, but, for.

The emphatic dim, even, also, is sometimes used with the initial d

only; e.g., instead of as gahi dim, as gahid. These emphatics are fre-

quently employed in the way of being inserted between the root or modified

stem of the verb and its inflectional ending, especially by women
; e.g., em

kala dim lag'em, em k&lalag'em, we are going. Nam ollagemlagdat, we are

doing homage.
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CHAPTEE XVIII.

ON DERIVATION.

135. The Kurukh language being agglutinative, there is, strictly

speaking, no derivation of words in its grammar. The noun serves as

adjective and vice versa, and there are no abstract nouns whatever ; example :

ddu, is good and also goodness. Media, is high and likewise height.

Godhead, Lordship, these abstracts are circumscribed by adding ra'and, to

be: as gahi dharme ra'and, his being god. Cdod is stone, cdcd khal

means "
stony field." By the vowel u being added to the stem of the verb,

the noun of agency is made, as has been stated : cfu, the giver ; hence

ujjndci'u, life giving or giver, etc.; nan'u, the doer; hence conhdnan'u, the

loving or lover, etc.
; kam'u, the maker, creator.

The infinitive of the verb stands for the abstract noun : ernd, to see :

the seeing, the review, observation
;
onnd and mokhnd, both meaning, to eat,

when taken together, mean : food, support. Many abstract nouns are formed

by the employment of the past participle as a noun : gachrnd, to promise :

gachhrkd, the promise, covenant, agreement; anna, to say : dukd, the word.

By prefixing the abbreviated form of the negative adverb maid, i.e.,

mal to verbs or adjectives we get another kind of derivation.

Mai munjrnd, not ending, endless, eternal.

mal saungid, not strong, weak, feeble.

By adding mold or malkd to nouns or adjectives we get another series

of derivatives: khadd malkd, childless, barren
; munjdmalkd, endless, eternal.

By adding the possessive locative affix antd, or nta to nouns, we find still

another kind of derivatives: merkhantd heavenly; ullantd, daily; also by

adding lekhd, like: pandrulekha, whitish, etc. Maitd, height and kltd, depth

are derived from meya and klya,
"
high" and " low" and antd or ntd or tdt

"belonging to."

136. There are no diminutives in Kurukh; but we find one of the

Hindi diminutive forms being sometimes applied ; e.g., from chotd, small,

young : cutkd, the little one, the youngest. This is in Kurukh sanni, small ;

hence : sankd, the little one, the least.

The abbreviation of lekha is also sometimes employed as a diminutive :

kohdle, the greatlike, pretty large.
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T.

137.
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APPENDIX II.

138. List of Dravidian words and roots in Kurukh,
as found in Dr. CaldwelTs comparative Grammar.

Ba,

NOUNS.

father.

Khan,
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VERBS: (ROOTS).

Bar, come. $k, walk. Khosst dig.

An, say. Par, sing. Pe, order.

Khar, steal. JIfaw, be. Mulkh, sink.

jBe'z, boil. O/, bura. JVmc?, fill.

pain. Okk, sit. iw#, tie.

ADVERBS.

Innd, to-day; neld, to-morrow; maid not.

POSTPOSITIONS.

Ufd, within; Jciya, below.
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III.

Similarity of and Malto.

139. What has been said of Dravidian characteristics in the gram-

matical construction of the Eurukh language holds good also with regard to

Malto. I confine myself therefore to compare the case signs of the noun, the

pronouns, the numerals and the tense characteristics of the verb, which are

almost the same. .

CASE SIGNS:
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DEMONSTRATIVES.

In Kurukji :

is. as, id, ad, he (this one, that one) she, it (this one, that one).

In Malto : Ih, he ; ith fern. & neut.

zr, ar, they (these ones, those ones) maso. & fern.

In Malto : ir both for masc. and fern.

The reflexive tan and tarn is in both languages alike.

INTERROGATIVES.

Kuvukh. Malto.

ne, eka, e^r, nek, who which, what : ne
t ike, indr, nek.

TENSE CHARACTERISTICS.

Past tense Kurukh : ka; in Malto : k

Imperf. : a ; : a

Particip. : nu ; : no.
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140. List of words used in c
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English.
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f. Conjunctions.

English, Mundari.

but. mendo.

but. batkam.

then. ente.

and. oro, aro.

The numeral : first, one. mlad, mod.

The postposition : towards. tare.

[ 140.

Urao.

munda.

backam.

anli.

ara.

mund.

tard.

This list might be increased, since the number of such words in Mundarl

is more than one-tenth of its vocabulary.
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141. The Dravidian element in the Mundari Grammar. More import-

ant than to shew the identity of words used in common by Mundarls and

Uraos is to trace the Dravidian element in the Mundari grammar, in order to

ascertain its character as a member of the large Dravidian-Scythian family

of languages and consequently its connection with Kurukh.

The Kolarian noun, like that of the KunikJi and other Dravidian

languages, has only one declension. The sign of the dative, ablative and

instrumental case in Mundari is practically the same as in Kurukh, viz., in

the latter it is ge and tl and in the former Ice and te respectively.

Adjectives are in either language of the same character, i.e., they are in

reality nouns of qualification and undergo no change whatever by their

combination with nouns of different gender or number ; also their compari-

son is effected in the same way as in UraB. There is a marked similarity in

the stem of the personal pronoun, first person, between the two languages :

ing and eng ; also in the interrogative : oko and ekd. The Kolarian languages
have also the collective plural, including the first and second person ; and

what is a very characteristic feature, is that Mundari like Urao has no

relative pronoun.

142. The Kolarian verb also agglutinates its tense characteristics,

causation and transition particles and pronominal terminations in the same

manner as does the "Dravidian verb. The tense characteristics of the

Urao and Mundari verb are almost the same :

p

Present tense Mundari

Past

Future

Pres. defm.

Perf.

Pot. mood.

tan ; Urao
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143. The Kolarian verb like that of the Kurulth grammar has only

one conjugation. Permissives are formed with one and the same Dravidian

root : ci'i; and intensives with the same Dravidian root : cab (Mund.) cap

(Ura). Quite a number of adverbs and conjunctions are used in common

by Mundaris and Ura6s.

The division of substantives according to gender into the two classes

of rational and irrational beings is another marked Dravidian feature in

Mundari grammar. As for the syntax the same rules are observed, viz.,

the sentence begins with the subject or nominative, then follows the copula

and finally the verb. Relative clauses and interrogative sentences are

formed in Mundari almost in the same way as in Kurukh, and an examina-

tion as to the cases governed by certain verbs and other details of the

syntax would set forth a very striking similarity between the grammatical

construction of the Mundari language and the Kurukh Katha, leaving no

doubt about the former also belonging to the Dravidian family,
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144. Time

Kher clkho blri,

Bijo blrl,

Or cticuhia clkho bin,

Or julpulhem,

Co'd bin,

Blrl arynd (bera),

Pairl,pairim t

Gohold pundna bera,

Landl luharl,

Lvhari bin,

Eitkkcapo,

Aril bzrl,

Elkhrna blrl,

Blri puttnd (bera),

Sir putta,

Ukhnd bera,

Khiirtl blrl,

Khurtl blnko bera,

Cuto blrl,

Mdkha,

~Idh\ maltha,

reckoning of the Kurukhs.

when the cock crows.

at dawn.

when the birds begin to chirp.

ditto ditto,

at rising time,

at sunrise,

morning, early,

time to yoke the oxen,

early breakfast,

breakfast time,

midday, noon.

afternoon, water fetching time,

when the sun inclines,

at sunset.

the whole day, from morning to evening,

at dusk,

supper time.

evening star's time, late supper time,

time to go to bed.

night.

midnight.
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Kurukh. year.

145. The Urao divides the year (can) into lunar months (cando) ;
each

month has two parts, viz. billl makha, light nights, and ukhd makha, dark

nights ; punna cando is new moon or beginning of the month ; punai is full

moon.

The names of the months are taken from the Hindus, but the year is

divided into the following seasons :

Sendrd cando, spring time; lit. hunting time, from February to the

middle of March.

JBirna gali, hot season ; from the middle of March to the beginning

of June.

ekhd gali, rainy season \ till the middle of September.

cirdl gall, harvest time ;
till the end of November.

paia uttd, cold season
;
December and January.

Important events in the family life ore counted from these seasons, and

more particularly from festivals or from some political event, such as the

rebellion of the Larka Kols in 1832, or the Mutiny in 1857, etc., e.g.,

Larka can nu benjralakkan, in the year of the Larka (Rebellion) I got

married.
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Kurukh measures.

146. Of measures the UraBs have very few :

Ond aurka, one paila, about one pound (for grain)

tor/ki, about five pounds

baitgl, about 20

uddu, one maund (mdn) or 80
,,

JMuli, chapter, lit. root.

Karl, verse, lit part.

Huka, elbow (hath: Hindi;.

Sobbd, a handful.

Ondpast?., both handsful.

Ond d/wk, one spoonful.
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147. List of Kurukh demons.

1. Baranda,, the supreme spirit, supposed to reside in the moun-

tains ; maso.

2. Barando, whirlwind ; fern.

3. Darha, the village bhut ; masc.

4. Deswdli, his wife.

5. Ehutci, the family bhut.

6. Goisall, the god of the cows.

7. Gala or jhakra, the bhut of the holy Sakhua grove,

8. Patra, the forest-demon.

9. Khali) the threshing-floor demon.

10. Gdred, the protector of cattle.

11. Candi, the hunting goddess.

12. Cigrtt
the house-purifying demon.

13. Sak/irif the demon, whose sacrifice purifies a woman after

childbirth.

14. Pacb'fil, pacValar (plural) departed spirits in the infernal

regions, to whom offerings are made.

15. Cunt, the spirit of a woman, who died of childbirth.

16. Baghaut, the spirit of a person, who has been killed by the

tiger.

17. Muna, the spirit of a person who died from starvation or

through accident or from an unnatural cause.

18. Uttar, the minister of the infernal world, to whom sacrifices

and offerings are made, to smooth the way for the dead.
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IK.

148.

Erzero,

Nagra,

Karta,

Kanjoa

Kundo,

Candkopa,

Kanjo,

KurgI,

Siarig,

Belt!,

Belkadih,

Belsian,

Cachi and Chaeho,

Kudarko,

Sitio,

Dumbari,

Noltmo,

Kukro, kukhra,

Pandra, Pandri,

Konka,

Korko,

Malti,

Korame,

Turiamba,

Kurse,

Basgl,

List of Kurukh village names.

Kurukh way of spelling Eretcard, bow-arrow.

Nagra, humus, clay.

Kharta, by the river.

Kangia, sour.

Kundo, fertile.

Candkhoppa, moonshrub.

Khanjo, fruitful.

Kurukhl, Urao.

, boundary.

belonging to the

king.

Belkhactih, village of the

kingdom.

Belsiag, king's boundary.
Gael and caco, stony.

Kud'arkho, a kind of vege-
table.

Siphio, gratis.

Dumbarl, fig tree.

Noltmo, sweet yam.

Kukro, /cukra, principal.

Pandra or Pandru, white.

Khonkhd, deep.

JjThdrkho, sprouts.

Maltl, belonging to the

giant.

Kurammbai, warm water
mouth or spring.

Tuflammbai, forest water
mouth or spring.

Korse, crooked.

Basgi, cleaned.
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XI.

Mundarf village names.

^ 149. These villages are in the north-western part of the Lohardaga

district, which is at present inhabited by Uraos only.

Serenghatu, serer/gfidtu, rock village.

Serengdag or da, sererigda'a, rock water.

Hondaga or da, honda'a, child water.

Hondplri, honplr, child plain.

Hesapiri, hesaplr, plain of ficus religiosa.

Koca, koca, crooked corner.

Manhatu, manhatu, tree village.

Maslhatu, m&xlhalu, gram village.

Simsereng, simserer/g, fowl rock.

Patratu, patrhdtu, wood village.

Dlrldag or da, r/zwVfl, stone water.
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150. List of Kurukh books, by the Author.

1. Pacd and Puna gacrkd gahi itihds : Biblical history I + 11 part,

obtainable at the Tract and Book Society, Calcutta.

2. Kurukh dandi, a collection of bhajans, published at the German

Mission Press, Eanchi.

3. Sanrii Katekhism, a Church Catechism, published at the

German Mission Press, Eanohi.

4. Stwdr gahi anthanddu ard patrl bacan Kurukh kathd nu ; scrip-

ture portions appointed to be read on Sundays, in two parts :

German Mission Press, Ranchi.

5. The Gospels according to Saints Mark, Luke and John,

published by the Bible Society, 23, Chowringhee Road,

Calcutta.

6. The Gospel according to St. Mathew will soon be issued by
the same Society,

E. J. H. Keg. No. 4889J 300 3-1.1800.
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